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Abstract
In the last 20 years, there has been an interest in the phenomenon called time banking. The
first time bank was founded by Edgar Cahn in 1987 as a community building mechanism and
a way to defeat the negative impact of the economy of family and neighbourhood. These
realities operate almost exclusively in the territory surrounding them, in close contact with
local communities, helping to meet not only material needs but also relational needs. Time
bank can be inserted into an economic debate concerning the pro-social and cooperative
behaviours inspired by reciprocity and trust, which aims to broaden the assumptions of the
standard economic theory model, which is based on the idea that there is a representative
agent, guided solely by the objective of maximising his individual utility. The time bank
model, instead, is based on the symmetrical exchange of services, where the exchange
that exist between the members is measured in hours and is equal to the duration of the
service provided, and all services are evaluated equally.Through the repetition of reciprocal
exchange, these relationships can strengthen the trust networks of a given economic system
and increase its social capital. Therefore, the success of this type of institutions, would
rest on two assumptions: the absolute comparability of all the services offered in terms of
expertise and technical skills and the absolute good faith, fairness and professional ethics
of all members of the time bank. On this point most of our interviewees showed some
skepticism. In this research, the concept of time is explored and revisited, together with the
concept of trust, while investigating how time exchange should be dealt between individuals
trading services of different complexity and value. In a web 2.0 era, time banks are moving
online and following popular social networks mechanism and they are developing their
own exchange mechanism assigning value to the quality of services in different ways. The
paradigm one hour per one hour on which usually are based the exchanges in a traditional
time bank, is not the only way to perform exchanges between members. As observed,
monitoring a dedicated time bank platform, Time Republik (TR), quality of a provided
service can be rewarded with extra time and/or recommendations. This research analyses
in depth the phenomenon of time banks, it starts from describing some of the early models,
and focuses on an online version, TR, which aims to strengthen relationships among people
and “connect, integrate, innovate and rejuvenate traditional time banks”[Ben13]. After
reporting on a usability study for TR, this work describes the design process for its mobile
version. It starts from ideation, and using tools as storyboard and sketches it presents the
feedback received from users during paper prototyping evaluation that allows the creation
of high fidelity paper prototypes. This outcome could be a good starting point for the
development of a mobile application for TR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“As a nation we are rich in many things, but perhaps our greatest wealth lies in
the talent, the character and idealism of the millions of people who make their
communities work. Everyone — however rich or poor — has time to give... Let
us give generously, in the two currencies of time and money”
—Tony Blair, 2 March 2000
This work started from an institutional interest towards the design and the implementation of systems of non-monetary exchange of goods and services at Universitá della
Svizzera Italiana. Non-monetary exchange systems are tools that allow participants to exchange goods and services by paying in various alternative ways, without using the official
currency. In the last thirty years there was a big diffusion of this kind of systems.This
phenomenon cannot be limited to a precise geographic area, as it is possible to find these
systems in almost every country. All of these systems are characterized by a highly internal
heterogeneity both for the rules adopted and the objectives they want to achieve through
the exchanges [Ric]. However a common feature can be found in the way they assign a
certain importance to the reciprocity of trade, trust and reliability of the participants.
Interpersonal relationships created by the participants are characterized by an instrumental
component, the real economic benefit produced by the exchanges, and a relational component. Time banks are a new type of community currency movement based on time which
aim to rebuild the social economy (for example strengthening neighbourhood support networks) rather than the conventional economy rewarding member of this community with
the time they spent performing voluntary activities.
These are realities that operate almost exclusively in the territory surrounding them,
in close contact with local communities, helping to meet not only material needs but also
relational needs. An hour credit is earned by giving an hour of time and providing a service
to another person who belongs to this community. Skills are measured equally, as what it
valued is the giving of the unit of time. Through the repetition of reciprocal exchange, these
relationships can strengthen the trust networks of a given economic system and increase
its social capital [Ric]. Thus, an exchange system structured according to the principle of
reciprocity can be a useful tool for a local development. Nevertheless, we are in a web 2.0
era, an era of sharing, of online interaction and social networks, users are forced to find
other kind of channel and innovative tools that would enable even the traditional time banks
to change, reinvent themselves and gain greater visibility at the target audience more and
1
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more “digital” as young users, but without excluding the more elderly users, less digitally
oriented [Ben13].

1.1 Purpose of the Study
This work focuses on the concept of time and its social value, with the emphasis on how
this has moved on to social networks where users decide how to reward services in different
ways beyond the “one hour per one hour paradigm”. The hypothesis of this research is that
time banks moving online and following popular social networks mechanism
are developing their own exchange mechanism assigning value to the quality
of services in different ways. The one-hour-per-one-hour is not the only way to trade
services.Quality is rewarded with extra time and recommendations that can be used outside
the time bank remit. We are going to validate this hypothesis by gathering feedbacks from
users of a dedicated platform: TimeRepublik (www.timerepublik.com). In order to make
this system more usable and used, we will evaluate its usability. Following a formative
evaluation process we will propose and implement changes to an existing system and propose
the design of its mobile version. The continuous gathering of feedback from users and the
analysis of their interactions with the platform of the time bank will also enable us to
observe the different trading systems in place and how relationship evolve giving us a fuller
picture of the social value of time spent in a time bank.

1.2 Research Questions
As this research covers informatics&management themes this research study aim at finding
answers to those research questions:
1. How can we adapt the Time Bank paradigm to go online?
2. What kind of exchange model is more conducible and encourage member a sense of
belonging and trust?
3. How can we design a mobile version of Time bank in order to improve overall users
experience?
4. How can USI community take an advantage from Time Bank?
5. Is the USI community aware of the time bank phenomenon and how is perceived this
phenomenon by people that belong to the USI community?
This research study provides an answer for each of the previous research questions. For
each of them were utilized different methodologies which are explained in the chapter 3 in
terms of what they are and which kind of result would they bring. The results and findings
that came out from the methodologies used are showed and explained in the chapter 4. The
first two research questions were analyzed through a contextual inquiry approach, where
a series of interviews were conducted within the university, between students of different
faculties and other stakeholders as the members of the gender group of USI who would
be the provider of this kind of system within the university, and the experts of this topic,
who were the owner of the platform that was taken in consideration in this research. The
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third and fourth research questions were answered through a deep research and analysis of
different time banks that were online. The research ended up with Time Republik an online
time bank born in Lugano, where people could trade their talents, offering a services in
exchange of time. The decision to choose this particular platform was taken on the basis of
availability and time constraint. After the first meeting with the founder of Time Republik,
the gender group decided to promote this initiative within the Universitá della Svizzera
Italiana starting a collaboration with him and obtaining the permission to promote it.
Thanks to the continuous meetings and discussion with one of the founder of this platform,
Karim Varini, and the possibility to have access to his data, were monitored services that
were exchange between members of the systems and was performed an analysis of the
keywords with the goal to gather useful information for answering the research questions
already mentioned. The data available were emails where were possible to analyze members
trading and recommendations exchange among them. Beside there was also the permission
to have access to a tools called, User Voice, which allows to gather information about users
feedbacks on the usability of the system and monitoring the usage of it. All of these data
helped to answer the last question concerning how usable a mobile version of Time bank
can be and which value added to the online platform allowing to have an idea of what users
are looking for in this kind of exchange system.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis
• Chapter 1 introduces, the purpose of the study and the research questions. Besides,
relevant definitions are provided.
• Chapter 2 is the literature review. It provides a deep insight about the topic of time
banks from their beginning to their expansion all over the world.
• Chapter 3 is about the methodologies used to validate the research questions of this
thesis.
• Chapter 4 is about the analytical evaluation that was performed to validate the research question of this dissertation.
• Chapter 5 provides all the design process performed by the author,while designing
the mobile version of Time Republik, that starts from ideation process and through
tools as storyboard and sketches end up with feedback received from users during
paper prototyping interviews and the creation of high fidelity paper prototypes.
• Chapter 6 drafts the conclusions of the thesis.

1.4 Definitions
Affinity diagram: An affinity diagram is a hierarchical technique for organizing and
grouping the issues and insights across large quantities of qualitative data and showing it
in a visual display, usually posted on one or more walls of a room[HP12].
TB: Time Bank
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LETS: Local employment and trading system or local energy transfer system; is a local
membership organization which produces a directory of the goods and services offered by
its members, and uses notional, virtual currency to records the exchange which take place
between members[Sey04b]. The objectives of LETS organisers were to: strengthen local
economies, rebuild communities, and forge social networks[Sey02a].
Social exclusion: The term ‘social exclusion’ originated in the social policy of the French
socialist governments of the 1980s was used to refer to a disparate group of people living on
the margins of society and, in particular, without access to the system of social insurance
[Roo95, J+ 96, BLGP99]. When the term began to be used in the European context it
referred more to the European Union (EU) objective of achieving social and economic
cohesion [PS00].
Social cohesion: The term social cohesion refers to the ‘reconciliation of a system of
organisation based on market forces, freedom of opportunity and enterprise with a commitment to the values of internal solidarity and mutual support which ensures open access
to benefit and protection for all members of society’ [Ged98, PS00].
Stamp scrips: The use of the stamp scrips had a big spread in the United States during
the height of the great depression and the were introduce by Charles Zylstra in Hawarden,
Iowa, facing bank failure and shortages of federal dollars. This system required users to
buy and applied a special 3-cent stamp on the notes at every transaction. Each note being
useful for up to 36 transactions before the note could be redeemed for one U.S. dollar. In
this way the issuer earned 8 cents in stamp revenue over each note’s lifetime, that was
used to cover administrative costs [Mit98].
Trade credit: It is the largest use of capital for a majority of business to business
(B2B) sellers in the United States and is a critical source of capital for a majority of
all businesses. There are many forms of trade credit in common use. Various industries
use various specialized forms. They all have, in common, the collaboration of businesses
to make efficient use of capital to accomplish various business objectives. Hallsmith and
Lietaer (2006) [LB06] have counted about 500 in the world; the largest and most long-lived
are located in the United States: International Reciprocal Trade Association (IRTA4) and
Barter Systems.

Most of HCI related definition are taken from Hartson & Pyla’s book [HP12] as this was
adopted in our HCI design class and provided working definitions for this study.
User centered approach
A user centered approach is based on:
– Early focus on users and tasks: directly studying cognitive, behavioral, anthropomorphic & attitudinal characteristic.
– Empirical measurement: users’ reactions and performance to scenarios, manuals simulations & prototypes are observed, recorded and analyzed.
– Iterative design: when problems are found in user testing, fix them and carry out
more tests [HP12].
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WAAD: Work activity affinity diagram is an affinity diagram used to sort and organize
work activity notes in contextual analysis, pulling together work activity notes with similarity and common themes to highlights common work patterns and shared strategies
across all users [HP12].
Work activity: The word “work” used in this research refers to the usage activities to
achieve goals within a given domain. It refers to what users do to accomplish these goals.
A work activity is comprised of sensory, cognitive, and physical actions made by users in
the course of carrying out the work practice [HP12].
Work activity note: A work activity note is used to document a single point about a
single concept, topic, or issue as syntesized from the raw contextual data [HP12].
Work practice: Work practice is the pattern of established actions, approaches, routines,
conventions and procedures followed and observed in the customary performance of a
particular job to carry out the operations of a enterprise. It often involves learned skills,
decision making, and physical actions and can be based on traditions, ritualized and
habituated. It is how users do their work [HP12].
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Chapter 2

Socio-economical Overview
2.1 Overview
The following paragraphs will show the born and diffusion of the phenomenon called Time
Banks, showing some of the most famous local currency systems that have been the precursor of time banks. It explains the main goal of time banks, their development process and
their functionalities, analyzing the importance of trust within these systems, the value of
the time and the role of internet. This investigation was necessary for arriving to analyse
and describe the new online platform, Time Republik. It was used for this research and its
features are explained in the last paragraph.
The first forms of payment used by humans since pre history were based on nonmonetary exchange systems. The precursor of money, in fact, before the development of
local currency, was the barter [Mit98]. Pre-historical tribe communities exchanged foods,
leather, bone tools; later, people started to exchange more elaborate products such as
salt, tobacco and what is possible to define as commodities money. Commodities money
are forms of indirect barters [Gre01]. Even precious metals such as gold and silver used as
coins, fall into this category, as they can be considered as commodities, with a certain value
and a certain demand. The advantage is that coins have a stable value, easier transferability
and divisibility, which are still the features of modern coins.
In the last century, many countries have seen a dramatic increase in the adoption of
exchange systems of goods, services and knowledge where is not required the use of the
currency as mean of payment. The exchange systems, which do not use the currency, are
spread all over the world (see paragraph 2.8) and are very heterogeneous. For instance, there
are lots of typologies of voucher, which give to the holder the right on some goods, or services
in exchange of a currency different from the official one. Another example of non-monetary
exchange systems is given by the existence of many coins of business-to-business that are
traded by companies and are defined trade credit, which have commercial goals [Ric]. Aside,
there are systems characterized by different goals aimed to pursue social purposes, like the
so-called Time Banks, a new instruments of social policy where the exchange medium is
time instead of money. Starting from the simple potential of neighborhood relations, time
banks became local systems of self-sustaining economic solidarity. This kind of system
needs to rely on people’s trust, and people’s ability to satisfy their own needs without
using money. Therefore, the first aim of Time Banks needs to be recovering traditional
7
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social networks, through a non-monetary value of time.

2.2 Birth and Diffusion of Time Banks
The first Time Bank was founded in 1987 by Edgar S. Cahn, an American activist and
civil rights lawyer, who believes that everyone who belongs to a community is important
in implementing change for the better [Afs05]. He believes that social service organisations
are failing in their goal of supporting people. The reason is that they do not consider the
people they are trying to help as an asset, but only in terms of their potential for the
service organisations themselves, without considering the possible contribute that everyone
can make towards the community. Time bank wants to be a response to the erosion of
social networks and informal neighbourhood support, which Cahn perceive as the basis of
society [Sey06].
The principal aim of Time Banks was to ensure that the things that society really needs
but which are normally unpaid as caring neighbours, good parenting, community ties and
informal support- are never crowded out by the money economy[CR98, Sey04a]. Cahn in
fact, states that by equating value with the scarcity of a good or a service, the money
system devalues much of what is abundant, for example, neighbourliness, or being a good
parent [Cah00, Fit10].
If we accept market definitions of work....work does not include raising children, taking
care of one’s elder parents, keeping one’s family functioning, being a good neighbour, or
being a good citizen [Cah00].
Other authors (e.g [Hen89]) have pointed to the inadequacies of conventional economics,
on its lack of acknowledgement of the value of caring work.
Time banks aim to overcome this lack being a mechanism for co-production that utilize
the abundant assets that exist in people creating a multiplier effect.
Co-production as a term was first used by Ostrom and colleagues ([Ost97, per80,
PBK+ 81]) to describe a specific form of user involvement in public services [Gre10]. Coproduction is based on the premise that people and societies can grow easier when relationship is built on equity and reciprocity [RCSCM08]. Time banks want to elevate the
status of people’s assets, whatever they wish to contribute, to a level of parity [Ugg11].
Time banks have been described also as a tool that stimulate co-production as well as the
creation of better services across a series of areas, including physical and mental health,
services for young and elder people, housing and criminal justice [RCSCM08]. Cahn hope
was that this kind of systems would allow people and communities to become more selfreliant [Gre10]. As stated above, the basic idea of time banking was to develop a form
of exchange based on time. For every hour members “deposit” into the systems by giving
practical help and support to other members, they can withdraw an equivalent support in
time when they need something from every member of the system for themselves. In each
case the participants decide what they can offer. The paradigm that characterised this type
of system is that everyone’s time is equal, regardless of the skills exchanged. These credits
earned by members can then be used to access services from other members in the local
community, in an approach similar to skills exchange initiatives. This approach is different
from traditional national currency, and also from other currencies, because the value is not
given to the type of activity or the required skill, but to the required time within a certain
activity takes place [Gre10]. Therefore, the difference between time banks and traditional
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volunteering models, in which active volunteers help out passive needy people, is that in
a time bank everyone is a resource and has something to give [Gof11]. Volunteering rates
was decreasing in the previous years, especially among young people, the unemployed and
women and this was due to the changing of economic conditions [Smi98], in particular for
women. The reason is that, that people who could offer such services are not willing to
work for free and they feel encouraged to take paid employment instead [Sey03a].
Time banks are founded on some principles and even if they are flexible tools, they
embody a set of core values. These core values are:
• Recognises people’s value, considering them as assets, because everyone is the real
wealth in any community. Each individual can contribute to his or her own well-being
and of that of the local community through giving time, sharing knowledge and skills
and providing support.[RCSCM08]
• Giving to the work a different value, to recognise all that people do to raise families,
look after those who are frail and vulnerable, and maintain healthy communities,
social justice and good governance.[RCSCM08]
• Builiding reciprocity, giving and receiving, building trust between people and foster
mutual respects.[RCSCM08]
• Developing social networks, belonging to reassuring and secure social networks can
help people to rebuild trust in one another. [RCSCM08]
Time banks promote “community engagement and active citizenship, particularly among
deprived neighbourhoods, where networks of informal mutual support and community selfhelp could help to overcome social exclusion” [PN02, Sey02b].
They concentrate on consolidate social, rather than economic relations. The aim is to
bring people together through the exchange of time and skills. Participant can find some
of their needs (without spending money) but they also can see themselves as useful for the
community, gaining self-esteem and confidence. This in turn, contributes the formation
of networks of friendship and support neighbourhoods that allow having benefits in terms
of health and welfare. The aim of time banking is creating social capital among people
from different social groups, bringing them together. Timebanking concept is based on the
fact that everyone, even disadvantaged or vulnerable individual, own something with value
and that have to contribute. In particular, time banks aim to include people who do not
normally get involved with voluntary in the community and the benefits of participation,
have particular importance for the socially excluded people [Cah00]. Timebanking gives
importance to relationship that came out from receiving and giving and these premises
are fundamental ways of generating trust between people. It wants to foster mutual end
equitable exchange [Gre01]. Trust, reciprocity and equity are the basic foundation for
a positive social relationship, strong local networks and healthy communities. There are
different ways a time banking tool can be adopted: public services agencies and communities
themselves should use this models that best suit their circumstances. According to RyanCollins et al [RCSCM08] time banks can use a variety of approaches: person-to-person,
person-to-agency, and agency-to-agency:
1. Person-to-person time bank: can be hosted by a community or government where
there is a time broker/online system which keeps track of and awards credits for time
exchanged between members [RCSCM08, Fit10].
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2. Person-to-agency time bank: members earn time credits by contributing to the goals
of the host organisation or community [RCSCM08, Fit10].
3. Agency-to-agency time banks: skills and resources are shared between agencies [RCSCM08,
Fit10].

Organisation should take into consideration some steps that help them to decide what
kind of approach they adopt. These include an accurate consideration of the mission and
the aims of the organisation [RCSCM08].
The first experience of timebanking was in the USA, where the time that members
exchange within the systems was called Time Dollars and the systems was known as Service
Credits. Given the current economic situation in the United States, individuals and families
had to find alternative ways to meet their needs.
Time dollars could be spent on services obtained from other members, saved for future
use, donated to other members, or exchanged for goods donated by local businesses or
agencies [Sey03b]. Examples of skills that were offered in the time bank were: cooking,
auto maintenance, errands, babysitting, gardening, home repair, computer assistance, and
sewing/mending. Today, timebanking is arising all across the United States and are gaining increasing media coverage. Despite the fact that its development program had some
start and stop moments, they are consistently growing, showing their value in community
building and strengthening efforts [USA09]. Time Banks’ programs are taking on even
greater relevance in assisting individuals and families in meeting their needs. They are increasing membership more and more since individuals understand the value of this program
and seek ways to reduce financial problems. “Members report that their time bank allows
access to services they could not have afforded and would have done without otherwise”
[USA09, Kla10].
Time bank programs arose also in the United Kingdom in the late 1990s (drawing on
the experience of the American model). The first time bank was established in 1998 in
Gloucester under the name Fair Shares. Previously, community currencies were proposed
to solve problems of inequality, relative poverty, and social exclusion that were growing in
the UK. These initiatives provide a complementary medium of exchange to mobilise informal mutual support, by allowing members to trade services and goods among themselves
without using cash [Fit10]. Another time bank that was set up in 1999, was Rushley Green,
which was one of the first time banks developed in the UK [RCSCM08]. It was founded
by a doctor who recognised in it a way of countering the depression and isolation of clients
using mechanism to interact socially with them.
As for Time Banks in USA, the purpose of this kind of social exchange system was to
overcame some of the obstacles faced by previous community currency, named LETS, used
to trade goods and services among members, trying to meet the needs of people who were
socially excluded by recruiting staff to broker services, being based in mainstream agencies,
giving the same value to all labours and focusing on channeling informal mutual support
rather then professional services ([Cah01, Sey02a]). In London and across England this kind
of system is being used to complete existing public services for people that were disadvantaged, as elderly, people with mental problems, refugees and ethnic minority groups. Even
many communities and agencies found in the time bank approach an innovative way to
rebuild communities and people’s well being. Public and third sector see a way to complete
their existing programs by creating and strengthening social networks as well [RCSCM08].
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Today, this country can be proud of having the most advanced system of Time banking
in the world with rules which are very clear and developed and, above all , the ability to
swap out the entire national territory irrespective of the bank to which they belong . This
was possible thanks to a group of the time bank of the capital that pushed on creating a
strong coordination at the national level that would be able to regulate the exchange of
hours between the various banks.[dTdMeP07]
Lots of time banks arose also in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Europe (France,
Spain, Sweden, Italy) at the same time of development of LETS and other non-monetary
exchange systems [Ric].
In Switzerland instead, it is possible to find another type of independent complementary
systems, called WIR. They are considered one of the most efficient systems of non-monetary
exchange [Gre01]. The Swiss system of Wir, inspired by the ideas of the german economist
Gesell was a cooperative, which uses a currency whose value is tied to the Swiss franc, but
not convertible in the conventional currency. Active since 1934, is also the system that has
existed for more time. The credit granted in Wir, with no interest, increases the purchasing
power and the speed of movement of goods and services, because " lacking any opportunity
to earn interest, the clearing Wir radily credits were spent rather than hoarded " [Gre01].
These systems of Wir arrived to our days by increasing the number of members up to 77 000
members, including small businesses and families, and replacing bills with a fully electronic
currency [J.09].
Even in Italy there are trading systems that do not involve the use of money but where
there is a complementary currencies parallel to the euro. During the years many were the
trading systems, partly inspired by the foreign experience. Also these heterogeneous systems have some common characteristics: they were inspired by the principle of reciprocity,
had a high vocation of solidarity and the desire to improve their community.
In Italy, the first time bank was founded in Emilia Romagna in the nineties. In Rome,
the first time bank was founded in 1996, on the occasion of collaboration between the City
of Rome and the coordination of the CGIL women [eMZ10]. The idea was to meet the needs
of the elderly and retirees using the large amount of time that remains available to them
after they have finished to work and feel expelled from active life and, at the same time to
help women who work and have children. Later in June 1995 started the design and testing
of the Time Bank of Ivrea, thanks to the work of ten women of the Centre - Lilith house
of women. For the first year of activity the bank was only open for women. At the same
time it was organised the time bank of St. Archangelo of Romagna, on the initiative of the
President of the Equal Opportunities Commission of the City and the Mayor of the city.
In addition, always during the 1995, born the National Observatory of time banks, with
the aim to support and promote the spread of Associations "Time Banks" and encourage
the opening of new banks through conferences and training workshops in Italy. In 2003,
the National Observatory was closed. This caused the lost of all the progress made in
terms of the support and coordination of the different regional experiences and the result
was the fragmentation of the cultural patrimony that had been created in recent years.
As a result there started to emerge new time banks isolated from each other and spread
over the national territory without any opportunities for discussion and dialogue between
them that was the initial goal of the project initiated by the National Observatory. During
these twenty-years of history, many time banks born without substantially changed their
organisational structure or principles that govern trades but they remained faithful to the
model that inspired them. With the advent of Internet time banks started to go online,
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taking advantage of the web tools to reach more people and implement on-line classical
model of Time bank, so that they can gain more visibility, improve their operations and
optimise their resources. Timebanks.org is the website of Time Banks USA, a non-profit
organisation based in Washington which wants to supports and assists a network of time
banks in the US and abroad. Time Banks UK and Time Banks USA both promote time
banks. Time Banks USA sends out a starter pack containing leaflets, cd and dvd materials,
a Guidebook and a copy of a short book by Edgar Cahn [Fit10].

2.3 Components and Functionalities
A Time Bank as already described in the previous paragraph can be defined as nonmonetary exchange system of non-professional and occasional services that is out of every
kind of social market. At the base of these kinds of systems, also defined, as a new instrument of social policy there is a very simple intuition: it is an active solidarity and concrete
social relations [Ric]. The time required to deliver the service is expressed in hours or
fractions of hours and represents the measurement unit to account the exchanges and, from
the beginning, time banks have adopted the principle of equality of all services exchanged:
an hour of gardening is equivalent to one hour of computer classes or the time used to
look after an older person. It can enable people to offer their time, skills and experience to
others and in equal measure receive help from them. Time banking provides the vehicle to
discover the vast wealth of capacity that surrounds us and it makes trust possible because
every action creates a track record known to others. Time banking is a practical tool that
enables co-production where members can accrue time credits when they give their time to
another member of the time bank. For every hour of time a member gives by providing a
service to another member, they receive one time credit, in return. They can then exchange
this credit for any other member’s time In summary a time bank works in the follow way:
member A "pay" an hour to member B in exchange for an hour of gardening, or the time
bank credits an hour on the account of B and debits an hour on that of A. Member B
can then spend an hour in return for a service to all members and not necessarily to the
member A, for example, asking an hour of computer lesson to partner C. The bank will
charge an hour of time on account of B and crediting of that of C [Ric].
In this way the total amount of credits is always equal to the total amount of debts
within the system.
The choice of the time is due to the fact that everybody has skills and time that could
be required by other member of the community and they can be indirectly exchanged.
Furthermore, there is also the principle of equality between skills and expertises of the
members, so the time, in this case the hour, has the goal to conserve and transmit to the
other member the quantitative information concerning the exchange: who has traded what
and for how long time the exchange takes. Adopting these kind of principles time banks
differ from other kind of non monetary exchange systems, like for example the LETS, and
from the market, which expected a monetary remuneration for the exchanged services, but
also for the voluntary. Beside another difference between Time Banks and other currencies
is related to its different policy response that it has prompted. For example, LETS was
created as alternative money with an economic goal and was considered by government as
a tool for develops informal employment. Thus, LETS earnings were treated as money and
LETS income could be taxed if it was earned during the time that a normal profession was
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Figure 2.1. Time Bank Functioning [Ric]
conducted. Time banks instead, were introduced as social initiative, and for this reason,
government saw them as a tool just to encourage volunteering and community self help
and time credit was declared exempt from any taxation. Thanks to this favourable policy
it was possible for time banks to learn from its previous experience with LETS trying to
deliver more widespread benefits [Sey02a].

2.4 Services Exchanged
As already mentioned what is on the based of the services exchange in a time bank is
that “Your time is worth my time”. This means that there is symmetry of the relationship between the members. In fact, the hours are counted in debt and credit regardless
of the economic or social value of the benefit. In practice, an hour of walking with the
dog worth exactly as a lesson of Greek or otherwise. The relationship that is created between members aimed at the solidarity of us, the social bond (sharing), the communication
(common-action). The human dimension of reciprocity establishes a new social sector: one
of spontaneity and one of gift (see [Col03, Col02, CL01]), [eSD04].
Exchanges take place without a direct reciprocity, because the exchange network works
as a system that helps who offer and receive to meet, and make the transactions compatible
between each other [AAC+ 98]. The services exchanged within time banks are many but
can be grouped into three main categories:
* help in the solution of practical problems (domestic cleaning, small repairs, gardening,
help for moving, etc.).
* information services, training and consultancy services (language classes, computer
science, etc.).
* relation services (company, caring for children or the elderly, escorts, etc.).
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The activities of care not only represent one of the types of services most traded, but
also they are the type of services to which appears strongest the reference to time banks
for a variety of reasons. First, time banks generally have a larger proportion of women
members who typically deal with such activities within the family [Gal05]. In fact time
banking can be for example just a group of moms getting together to share carpooling kids
to activities. It’s possible to find services like child care, grocery, shopping, taking care of
elderly parents, walking dogs, and helping out with homework [Ric].
A list of some other of the various services that members exchange in a Time Bank can
be found in the Appendix. Many time banks start small with only just few services to go
ahead adding services as they go along. In some communities people have started Time
banks with a precise aim in mind: to create networks of companionship and support for
members of the community who are isolated and lonely, elderly or immigrant group, for
example.

2.5 The Role of Trust
Philosophers, sociologists, anthropologists and economists have analysed the concept of
trust in depth. Especially during last years, many economists recognised great importance
to the trust and the role that it plays in a economy market based on contracts and not only
in those spheres, such as family or affective networks, which are obviously characterised by
strong bonds of trust [Ric]. There was a sociologist and philosopher, Georg Simmel, that
in one of his work, The Philosophy of money (1907), thought that the overall confidence
prevalent among people (general trust) is the glue that holds together the society preventing
it to go towards the disintegration, underlying the famous statement of Locke’s argument
that "trust is the bond of society". (Locke, Essays on the Law of Nature cited by Garofolo
e Sabatini 2008 [GS08]). For Simmel, trust is important because very few relationships
may be based just on perfect information about the other and about a perfectly rational
calculation, then, without trust, relationships are destined to run out. This is also true for
trade relations based on money and on contracts, which could not exist without a certain
degree of confidence. Simmel stated that:
“Without the general trust that people have in each other, society itself would disintegrate, for very few relationship are based entirely upon what is know with certainty about
another person, and very few relationship would endure if trust were not as strong as, or
stronger than, rational proof or personal observation. In the same way, money transactions
would collapse without trust” [Sim89].
Another important element is the time as another important economist Kenneth Arrow
stated:
“Virtually every commercial transaction has within itself an element of trust, certainly
any transaction conducted over a period of time. It can be plausibly argued that much of
the economic backwardness in the world can be explained by the lack of mutual confidence”
[Arr72].
Trust is the element that allows relationships to last over the time, and secondly, is an
element that is possible to find in every transaction, and in particular in those repeated
over time (e.g. conduct an unspecified number of times).
Arrow defines trust as mutual confidence, which can be explained as "mutual trust",
and it is the key element for every relationship, both commercial or of any other nature, so
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that its absence may explain much of the economic backwardness in the world.
A time bank is a non-monetary exchange system of non professional services on an
occasional basis, based on indirect and symmetric reciprocity among members. Such a
system can only work if there is a strong ties trustee among the participants. In addition,
the very functioning of the system tends to strengthen ties through the repetition of trade
over time. One of the reason why trust is such an important factor is due to the type of
services that are exchanged that requires the existence of a relationship of trust between
those who offer and those who receive. For example, if the member A ask B to water
his plants during the holidays, the first will have to leave the keys of his house to the
second and this, of course, needs a great deals of trust from A to B, or, in other words,
it is necessary that B is deemed reliable (trustworthy) from A. Outside of the time bank,
member A may apply the same request to a friend or a parent with whom there is already
such a trust relationship [Ric]. A similar example is also what concerns the caring for
children or the elderly: entrust their children to the member B requires A to have a certain
degree of confidence for him. The same degree of trust can be guaranteed by an affective
and a friendly relationship, or a contract in the case that the member decides to consult the
services of a professional babysitter or an asylum. Within the market is the contract that
can guarantee the professionalism of the service and the reliability of those who provides
it.
Trust can born both with the repetition of trades both with the sharing of certain kind
of values, in particular those relating to the time and the exchange. For these reasons time
banks often organise moments of conviviality and collective activities (social dinners, flea
markets, etc..) with the aim to create the possibility that members can know each other
and strengthen their relationship of trust and reciprocity [Ric]. An important factor that
can contribute with trust into this system is the knowledge of members but also confidence
that grows and become stronger with increasing participation in exchanges and the creation
of interpersonal relationships. One of the important dimensions of trust for a person is the
self-esteem [Gal05]. Participation in a time bank, through the discovery and of their own
skills and knowledge by the other members, can have a positive impact on this individual
dimension of confidence and well being of the person [Gal05]. Confidence in a bank time is
largely based on knowledge of the members and on the repetition of trade. From these two
aspects can arise factors related to reputation that explain the emergence and strengthening
of ties trust among the participants

2.6 The Value of Time
“Time is money”
Benjamin Franklin
Since time is a resource that all we have, but in a limited way, here becomes a value of
negotiation and organisation and must be used in an efficient manner, should be regularised
and planned in a rational manner.
The exchange, which is the cardinal principle of a Time Bank, helps to make the principle
of equality between people who belongs to this community and to increase the autonomy,
in finding in themselves something to offer and to recognise their own needs. The equality
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between people in time banks is not expressed just in terms of needs but also reflect that
every hour of a person is equal to the one of another.
In a time bank the concept of time can be described as :
• time as a element that contributes to improving the quality of life;
• time considered not only as a money / goods, but rather interpreted as a "resource" .
Such resource should be used, exchanged and enhanced also through innovative tool;
• time as a bargaining trade for those who need it most and for those who can put it
at the disposal;
• time should not be only considered as an asset just because is available from the
community for free, but because is full of experience, culture and solidarity [Tiz].

2.7 Social Implications
Starting from simple potentiality of neighbourhood relations, time banks can propose a
system of self-sustenance and solidarity economic. The advantage lies in the satisfaction
of their own needs independently of the use of the money and to do this it is essential
that people meet up together and weave bonds of trust. The underlying principle is therefore the recovery of traditional social networks, through a non-monetary value of time.
Accordingly to Cahn there were two type of economies within society: the core and the
market economies. The first is related to family, democracy and community, the second
is everything else. Cahn thought that the social problems involved in the core economy
are being exasperate by policy solutions where everything is based on values of the market
economy. These solutions are condemned to fail because they rely on values of competition,
conquest, aggression and acquisition [Cah00, Gre10]. Time banks are based on the belief
that a person is an asset with skills, ideas and resources, not - or not only - with problems
to solve. A certain kind of economist vision has led us to set up people lives in the belief
that the best way for people to be happy and secure in their lives is to get a paid job or a
create a business. This crisis has highlighted how much paid work and businesses are only
a part of the economy. The children are raised, people are fed and cared for, the societies
work thanks to hours and hours of unpaid work that economists don’t either consider.
“Market economics values what is scarce , not the real work of society, which is caring,
loving, being a citizen, a neighbour and a human being. That work will, I hope, never be so
scarce that the market value goes high, so we have to find a way of rewarding contributions
of it” [CR92]. Studies on social capital showed how societies that work better are those
with more social capital and relational goods. This is a form of capital based not on money,
but on relationships of trust and care between people. Taking charge of these aspects of
the communities means being builders of community, which is difficult to achieve, because
it means overcame the boundaries of belonging, build different relationships of belonging,
commitment, ties that can make people happy to live in these community. To achieve this
goal it is important focusing on the relations: if people have objectives to achieve, people
can achieve them together with other people. Time banks want to promote a network of
mutual aid and, through the network, create feelings of community and solidarity.
Making this it can play an important role in promoting an economy of sharing and
fights situations of fragility, hardship, and relational and physical poverty. The purpose is
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considering citizens as actors, capable of coproduction and co-management of the proposed
activities, with an higher attention to the involvement not only of associations and other
formal reality in their area, but overall on the non-members citizens, those who until now
have not found the contexts in which they can express their participation and commitment
[Arn]. The result of co-production and co-operation will be promoting a new ways of life,
to further develop relations of reciprocity, producing a positive return not only for himself
but for the whole community involved.
The Time Bank is a strong social innovation, which measures active citizenship, solidarity, social cohesion and the preservation of individual differences, psychological and
cultural. In short, the time bank can help create a social capital, from which everything
descend (market, society, culture, family, institutions...) [CL01].

2.8 Related Systems Overview
As described in the previous paragraphs, since the early eighties of the last century, many
countries have seen the diffusion of systems of exchange of goods, services and knowledge
that do not involve the use of the official currency as a unit of account and means of payment
for exchanges that take place between members. These systems were very heterogeneous
between each other and could have different goals. These systems were local money based,
which were used for trading between local people to complement national currency and they
had different goals which could be economic, social, ethical, community and environmental
[Sey02a]. Many were the types of community currencies in use across the globe, from the
Argentinean barter clubs that had the aim to fill the gap in local economies due to the
collapse of the local currency, the LETS systems and the Time Dollars in the USA that
wanted to rebuild communities and social capital [Sey02a]. These systems vary in base
on the context and the forms where they were implemented but have some in common:
members who belong to them share the belief of the power of local people to influence their
local economy, society and environment in a positive manner, responding to what sometime
is a negative consequence to be much dependent upon global economic process.
Community currencies were often described as contributing to the social economy of
neighbourhood and community [Sey02a]. The coins used within these systems, circulated
in parallel with the official currency. Instead, the definitions as " local currencies " or "
Community currency " emphasised the size and scope of these coins, with the difference
that people that were very far from each other could use the same community currency
thanks to the Internet, electronic money and new technologies that ensure the security of
computerised transfers [Ric]. The first wave of these type systems could be attributed to the
Great Depression and the scarcity of conventional money [Gre01, Ric]. The first economist
who proposed a type of currency that was parallel to the official one and charged with a
negative interest called the demurrage, was Silvio Gesell. The main point of the theory
of Gesell was that money played perfectly the function of means of exchange and means
of payment, but did not perform adequately the function of store of the value, because
it tended to be concentrate in few hands. Then, his goal was make more difficult the
accumulation of money through a negative interest, which is equivalent to imposing a tax
on the possession and use of money. The coin designed by Gesell constantly loses value,
preventing those who use it to be able to accumulate them. The fee is represented by a
stamp that had to be applied on the reverse of the bill every time it was used, or to be
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applied periodically, on a certain day of the month or week [Ric]. An example of local money
with demurrage was represented by Wara, which circulated in the years following the First
World War in Germany that was under a severe inflationary crisis. The Wara, whose name
comes from the German words "Ware" and "währung" which mean respectively assets and
currency circulated in small notes that individuals could buy from the "Wara Exchange
Association", at which they could buy also the stamps with value 1 cent that had to be
applied every week on the back of the notes [Ric].
After few years, even if the Wara was having a great success, was blocked by the German
government that with a special law made illegal the circulation of Wara, putting an end
to the system. The news of the success of Wara arrived also in Austria, in particular
to the town of Wörgl. The mayor of the city, decided to squeeze agreements with local
merchants and the bank in the country. The banknotes circulating in Wörgl were called
"Woergl Certified Compensation Bills" and, as well for Wara, they were blocked after a
short time [Gre01]. According to what was reported by Fisher (1933), the introduction of
the new currency helped to give a boost to commercial activities, most of which were closed
because of the crisis and the lack of cash, to reduce unemployment and raise the sufficient
taxes to adjust the balance of the country. In addition, thanks to the earned funds raised
through taxes and the sale of stamps, the city was able to improve some infrastructure,
such as the construction of new roads and new plants[Ric].
Some authors [Gre01] identify two waves of diffusion of complementary currencies. The
first can be seen as a response to the Great Depression and the scarcity of conventional
money while the second wave which began in the eighties of the last century, had different
purposes from just responding to a crisis, such as for instance, Wir system and stamp
scrips during the years of the Great Depression. In fact, the reason of the birth of these
new systems was often accompanied by a deep reflection on institutional change and on
the market’s role in modern societies. These systems wanted to pursue particular financial
objectives but at the same time they had also social, cultural and relational aims, insisting
on the possibility of enhancing individual skills and talents, strengthen reciprocity, trust
and cooperative behaviour. They want to reinforce virtuous processes of local development
and community to fight the depersonalisation of social relations and their “being a goods”
caused by the expansion of the market ([PS10, Hir01]). The second wave of systems of
non-monetary exchange started from North America.
Starting form the seventies, the United States and Canada showed the birth of several
experiments of complementary currencies: Community Exchange, Green Dollars Member
Organized Resource Exchange System (MORE)[Pit03] and in 1979 born the association
IRTA [Gre01].
In the 1985, the Canadian Michael Linton experiences the system of Local Exchange
Trading System (LETS). The LETS system was born in a small community of British
Columbia, Canada, as a local response to recession and unemployment. “A LETS is a
local membership organization which produces a directory of the goods and services offered
by its members, and uses notional, virtual currency to records the exchange which take
place between members” ’ [Sey04b]. These systems spread rapidly, first in English-speaking
countries, particularly in England , Australia and New Zealand, and later in the rest of the
world. LETS according to Croft et al. [CS92], are based on the same principles and utilise
similar procedures but differ in how they operate according to local conditions and resources.
They are non-profit associations, broadly defined as mutual credit or community credit
system and act as clearing house. [Gre01] The goal of LETS systems, like scrip systems,
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was to create a community-based economic system using a new, supplemental currency
than used by local traders to exchange goods and services [Lin88, Mit98]. LETSLINK is
the national systems of coordination of LETS. It provides all the information and useful
tool that allow the creation of this kind of system inside its own community. Between these
it is possible to find the Inspiration List, that contains all the possible services exchanged
[AAC+ 98], When a new member joins a LETS, open a new bank account, on which were
recorded the debts and credits that arising from trade. If the member A provides a good
or service which value is a LETS dollar, to the member B, the administrator of LETS will
add a debt of a dollar on the account of member B and add one dollar credit to member A
[Ric]. Each local LETS just recorded transactions and did not issue any money, since, are
the members to issue the amount of money needed to complete a particular transaction.
When member B pays a good or service to the member A, the system performs a write on
the A’s account, which it means that is creating the currency needed to pay member A.
Usually, LETS dollars had no interests, but putted a limit on debts and credits that can
be accumulated and against the system.
A similar systems was born in New York in the 1991, where it was proposed a hybrid
skill exchange systems called Womanshare, where “all work time was valued equally, one
credit for every hour worked whether the skills are professional or life skills” [MW93]. In
France and Germany, the LETS systems were called , respectively, Systemes d’ Echanges
Locaux ( SEL) and Tauschring (TR). In the meanwhile, in the United States, was arising
the system of Time Banking [Ric]. Similar to LETS in the treatment of exchanges, Time
banks sets the value of the means of payment based on the time required to deliver the
service exchanged and not on the basis of the equality with the conventional currency.
Also known as a “service credit program”, Time Dollars members receive “payment” in a
computer-based currency form, the Time Dollar, which could be used to receive services
from other members of the community [Mit98].
At the same time in France there were the first experience of trading system inspired
by the first time banking, as the Troc Temps (Time of Barter), in which there were just
exchange of services and their value were defined by time. In the same years, in France, born
the associative networks of exchange of know how, called Réseaux Associatif d’Echanges
(RERS). Within this system exchanges didn’t have any value in terms of currency or time,
the system was based solely on the idea that all are bearers of knowledge, and it was
based on the principle of reciprocity, which requires to offer their knowledge and to use the
knowledge received to help others [Ric]. Another system that was inspired by LETS , was
also proposed in Itacha, called HOURS. As the name implied, it was a time based currency,
as Time Dollars, with units denominated in hours. The purpose of this system was using
the time versus dollars to measure value, giving the same value of each participant’s time
and talents by reducing wage and income disparity and the hierarchical power relations, and
as also many other new currency system tried to do, it wanted to be a way to “enhance the
quality of life of members by increasing their buying power and to increase the community’s
resistance to outside economic problems by fostering increased self-reliance” [P.91].

2.9 The Role of Internet
Using digital technologies as well as social media and web, changed deeply people in the way
they expect to get information; make their voice heard, connect to others, receiving services
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and combine to take action. One of the main positive aspects of a reality easily accessible
on line is the involvement of young people, sources of innovation and who brings new ideas,
which favours the transmission of the values traditionally defended by the traditional time
banks, such as reciprocity, solidarity, active participation, time value and indirectly value of
the money, to a minor age group of the traditional time banks that are mainly composed by
women with children, who are most in need of favours and retired housewife who have more
time and expertise to share to other and they feels the constants need to feel part of society
again. However, that the adaptation to the times of the internet, globalisation and social
networks would risk excluding a large part of the population who use the services of banks,
primarily the elderly. Moreover, the absence of a physical meeting place could break some
of the basic elements of a time bank, which purpose is precisely to recover ancient habits
of good neighbourhood. The advantage obviously is that differently from traditional time
banks, going online allows to applies them on a global scale, nurturing and expanding the
Time Banking movement. While the traditional time bank generally fit a specific territory,
in a local context, sometimes even in a zone or district of a big city. It allows the exchange
of services, favours, between persons resident is just a few meters from each other, but also
thousands of miles away.

2.10 Case Study: Time Republik
The dedicated Time bank used for this project is Time Republik, a project that was born
from Karim Varini and Gabriele Donati, in Lugano. They wanted to create an online, global
and social time bank with a broader scope and with a higher potential. The interest for this
widespread phenomenon although barely noticeable, pushed them to find a way to leverage
the internet and the web tools to improve and implement on-line the classical model of the
traditional time bank to get more visibility and improve their operations and optimise their
resources to have the possibility to play their role into a global and dynamic society that
requires faster and more immediate exchanges The implementation of the system started
in 2012 and then there was the first lunch of a private beta version which in December 21,
2012 began to be used for a period of 6 months by a limited group of users, in order to test
the usability. Since the 1st of May 2013 the platform is open to the public and becomes
global. The version was the 1.0 and needed to be revised in many aspects bringing to the
version 2.0 which has some differences in the usability and the interface that also include
different languages including Italian [Ben13].
The goal of this initiative is to create a kind of revolution, using the power of the network
to maximise as much as possible the time banking concept and to create an international
network of people (sort of global neighbourhood) willing to use a exchange method based
solely on the value of time. And, accordingly, on the merit.
Time Republik is a portal where services exchanged are not paid with money, but with
time unit expendable, which act as "money" for transactions.
Users, in short, offer their skills to other members of the community and gain credit in
the form of time spent in carrying out a particular service. This credit can be used - spent
- to ask, when there is an appropriate need, other services by other community members:
the skills of each are clearly visible on the recording profile. Anyone can access to the
services of the platform, therefore, participating in an active way: by offering their time
and sharing their skills with others. User can offer a service to another user and receive
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every kind of service from a completely different user. The portal allows users to contact
people from all over the world: there is a particular functionality inside the platform that
allows users to regulate the search radius (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Time Republik feature
The registration to the site is free and immediate, the users have to just go to the internet
page and follow the registration procedure by inserting, like any other social network, their
data such as email and password and then move on to customizing their public profile and
indicate their talents and their abilities, skills or attitude, choosing from a set of performance
divided into macro categories and sub categories (“Art, Media & Design”, “Community
& Social Services”, “Computer, Digital Devices & WWW”, “Fashion & Trends”, “Food &
Bevarage”, “Instructor, Tutoring & Student Needs”, “Odd-jobs around the House”, “Pet
& Animals”, “Sport, Health & Wellbeing”, ecc.). Upon the registration the user receives
an initial credit of five hours loaded into the personal timetracker where the subsequent
transaction will be recorded through the accreditation of that hours received from services
given and the debiting of those, which were taken.
The most important page of the platform is the Bulletin, which is the place where
registered users can briefly explain what they are looking for so that interested users can
spontaneously respond by offering their time and their expertise to meet the need of the
applicant.
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Figure 2.3. Time Republik feature
After a user receives a service is asked to leave a feedback on the performance achieved
and this mechanism should encourage the exchange of good quality and serious performance
and prevent the risk of relying on unreliable subjects. To protect users, in addition to the
feedback that give more credibility to the profile of the service provider is also established
a system to identify suspicious transactions and the possibility for each user to report any
abuse and misconduct detected.
At his first phase Time Republik was translated only in English, that the beginning was
a big obstacle overall for some kind of users. With the 2.0 version it had brought some
improvements, such as more languages, including Italian and Spanish. What came out from
the interviews performed (see contextual inquiry) at the first meeting with the two founder
of this platform was that the idea of creating a Time Bank online was born in the early
2000 when the founder Karim Varini was watching the case of the time banks phenomenon
at the television and as well as understand the functionality he also realise the big value in
it.
The interest developed for this widespread phenomenon although barely noticeable,
urges him to find a way to leverage internet and the web tools to improve and implement
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on-line the classical model of the traditional time banks, so that, by adapting them to
the times, they can acquire greater visibility, improve their operations and optimise their
resources to continue to play better and better role within a global and dynamic society
that requires faster and more immediate exchanges.
The implementation of the platform started in 2012, by a team of three professionals
Italian information technology profiles. Their collaboration allows to launch the first private
beta version of Time Republik. From December 21, 2012 to a period of 6 months, was used
by a limited group of users, in order to test the proper functionalities. From May 1 , 2013,
the platform in its version 1.0 is open to the public and becomes global.
Time Republik could be defined as a community based on the value of the time. In
addition to the free exchange of quality performance and its costs saving, this new reality
aim to enhance the skills, talents and potential of each individual user, who has the opportunity to really feel appreciated, get involved, to assert his true personality and reach his
fulfilment [Ben13]. One of the possible utilities of Time Republik could also be a useful tool
in the search for his own job or the selection of possible candidates from companies or employment agencies. In this case, the only way in which the personal data of the subscribers
could be used outside of the platform is to communicate the positive feedback received to
the company’s recruitment. What really is important within this special community is not
the course of study that users undertaken or professional experiences achieved but is the
service offered and the positive comments from users who have had the opportunity to test
the quality of the service provided. Anyhow the systems allows users to upload and make
public on his own profile Curriculum Vitae, professional experience or not, publications
and certificates that test the skills and talents offered to the community.
One of the goal of this global time bank, is to connect, integrate , innovate and modernise that traditional time banks. It wants to be a sort of Central Bank, a connector, a
coordination or a central base which leaves intact the independence and identity of each
physical core. It considers the work of the other time banks in close contact with the local
area fundamental, since they only can take advantage of an extensive knowledge of the
surrounding reality [Ben13]. It aims to solve the problem of dysfunctional geographical
fragmentation of the traditional time banks, their isolation, their closure towards the new
and the technological innovation. It would like to be an optimisation tools for other time
banks which, could also take advantage of the network to save costs in terms of physical ,
using the instruments provided online from central coordination.
The intention is not to incorporate the traditional time banks but to integrate them;
since on one hand Time Republik due to the informatics components could excludes elderly
users on the other hand traditional time banks have some difficulties to involve young
people. While on one hand the online platform facilitates the exchange even among member
geographically distant from each other, of performance which can be shared via internet, on
the other side there are other services that are preferred to be shared locally as bicycle repair
and housework, but none of these two necessarily excludes the other. Still, if the member
should fails to find the service which is looking for within the narrow circle of member who
belongs to the traditional time bank, TimeRepublik would allows them to look for them
in a broader dimension. The principal aim of Time Republik is being an optimisation tool
for the traditional time banks, which may also take advantage of the network to save costs
in terms of physical, using the instruments provided on-line from the central coordination.
Time Republik, therefore, aim for an effective meeting between virtual and real, where
the first focuses on global, speed, immediacy, involvement of young people and possibility
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to exchange services online, even among users geographically far from each other. While
the second focuses on a local dimension, on the physical interaction, the meetings and the
exchange of emotions, the social aspect of the traditional time banks and networks of social
relations based on trust and friendship. To accomplish this, Time Republik needs a huge
effort from the traditional time banks, it wishes a change of mentality and openness to the
new and the unknown, at least for the time necessary to know and evaluate whether it
represents an opportunity or not.

Chapter 3

Methodology
The hypothesis validation of the project came out from the study and the analysis of the
interactions of users with a dedicated Time Bank. The major part of the methodologies
used to validate the research questions came out from the studies and experiences learnt
at the University, in particular thanks to a master course named Human computer interaction. Important aspects of this subject were considered in this research such as the
presentation of the information to the user in terms of how conducting an interview and
organise data collected, the user’s perceptions, mental models, the user’s control of the system, users interface and functionalities of the system. The research approach to completing
this hypothesis validation includes the step explained in the following paragraphs.

3.1 Contextual Inquiry
The first phase in the design process involves collecting and analysing data about the users,
their tasks, and the system with which they will operate. The first step performed was using
the contextual inquiry method, which is a user centered design research approach useful
to gather detailed descriptions of users work practice. The purpose of the contextual inquiry
approach was to understand the typology of work activities, underlying the rationale, their
tasks, issues and preferences. It includes both interviews of users and observations of work
practice occurring in its real world context [HS91]. What contextual inquiry aim to do is
using a design driven by contextual data achieving requirements from multiple users, since
is often difficult for users consciously describe what they do. This is due to the fact that
they usually have different perspective of how the broader work domain works. It is useful
to learn about other people’s work, which are usually unfamiliar, especially details. The
process of contextual inquiry and analysis should remove all the efforts and waste of time
in arguments, discussions and conjectures about what the users wants or needs that are
based on opinions,experience or conjectures. It brings the researcher to know exactly what
users do, need and think [HS91].

3.2 Contextual Analysis
Interviews and data gathered at the previous step brought to the another important step
which is the contextual analysis that enable to better analyse the environment in which
25
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the “business” operate. This step started with the listening of all the interviews that were
performed and the transcription of each one. This allowed to better extrapolate important
information from them.
After all the interviews have been transcript and reviewed, the following step was build
the work activity affinity diagram (WAAD) from them. Thanks to this tools it was
possible to organise and manage data gathered from interviews. The work activity affinity
diagram usually allow large numbers of ideas stemming from brainstorming to be sorted
into groups, based on their natural relationships, for review and analysis. Its goal is to
organise a big amount of individual work activity notes into a structure that brings a sense,
affords visualisation of the users’s work and eventually suggest ideas for design to support
it. Each note should contain just one concept or idea. By pulling together work activity
notes with similarities and common themes, eliminating the repetition of some concepts,
a work activity affinity diagram guided by the emerging flow model, helps to consolidate
contextual data and generalises from instances of individual users activities and issue to
highlight common work pattern and shared strategies across all users [HS91].
Since the number of interviews performed at the beginning were too low and it included just few specific user, was compulsory having also another cluster of them, which
were students. For this reason other interviews were performed to ten students from different faculties. The structure of the interview was the same of the previous one which
were performed before. This additional interviews were also listened and reviewed to be
included to build the WAAD. Moreover other important cycle of interviews and meeting
were performed with the expert of this topic which were the two founders of the platform
analysed in this research and the gender group who was interested in bring this system
within the University. In addition to get the better insight of how members use the time
bank dedicated at USI, what were their preferences and what kind of problems they might
have, was performed a tracking users’ activities as interaction logging (activity prompting)
to observe what services were exchanged , how do members use it, and if effectively there
was an interest on using it by members of the USI community. Having the permission
from the administrator of the dedicated Time bank to access its database, was possible
monitoring every type of services that were exchanged between members and if the new
users registered belong to USI. Through the advertisement campaign it was asked to USI
members, to write in their profile registration the name “USI”.
It allows obtaining information on how the hours were assigned and the various recommendations that were given between members of the dedicated time bank. This opportunity
allows the research to have a hint on what kind of exchange model was more conductible,
how much members feel a sense of belonging to this online platform and besides what kind
of advantages USI community could take from this system. Since the service was promoted
inside the University inviting people to use it, it was possible to check if there was an
effective interest to use it by the USI community. Observing the different trading systems
in place and how relationship evolve could give a hint on how to develop a strategy and
better adapt both the design and usability of the system for our target users. Furthermore,
important was the possibility to have also access to spontaneous feedback that users were
giving on the usability of the system to be able to gather users requirements and needs.
The major difficulty during the analysis of the usability and interface of the dedicated Time
bank, TR, was the continuous change of the systems in terms of usability and features of the
interface and the slow time with which was possible to have access to data of the system.
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3.3 Wireframes for Mobile Version of TB
The following tasks were realising wireframes for a possible mobile version of the dedicated
time bank. The first step of this research was following an analysis process, with the
contextual inquiry and analysis and ending up with the design iteration process excluding
that last step of the implementation and development process. Iterative design process is
a methodology which consists on a cyclic process of prototyping, testing, evaluating, and
refining a product or process. This allows designers to identify any usability issues that
may arise in the user interface before it’s put into wide use [Ful08].(Figure 3.1)

page
Figure 3.1. Lifecycle in iteration process from The UX Book: Process and Guidelines for
Ensuring a Quality User Experience, [HS91]
The goal of wireframes is to illustrate an high level of ideas. Wireframe is a basic tool
of interaction designer. It is used in interface design to suggest the structure of the mobile
application and relationships between its pages. Wireframes are the basic illustrations of
the structure and components of the application.
The tools used to suggest a possible alternative for the creation of the mobile version of
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the time bank were sketching and paper prototyping. Useful has been the use of another
tool, the storyboard, that allows to figure out a possible use of the application in the real
context and gives suggestions for prototyping on the usability and interface of the application mobile. Before arriving to the sketching and the prototyping step, other important
process had to be considered, such as the ideation iteration. Ideation is a complex and
important activity in the design process useful to come up with idea to solve design problems. It’s an active process for forming ideas for design. The ideation process is an applied
design thinking process which brings a vision of the desired user experience and product
appeal and how the design of a product should induce that experience and appeal [HS91].
It is the procedure where the conceptual design starts. Conceptual design is the way with
the designers try to communicate their mental vision and the design vision of a system or
product. It’s part of the interaction design process and it can contain a theme, a notion
or an idea that has to bring to life within the system. The iteration for conceptual design
is to evaluate and compare possibly multiple design concept and examine the feasibility of
the concept. The process consists in prototypes which evolve on every iteration, roughly
with paper prototype to wireframes and storyboards. The design process is an evolution
of different kinds of representations, as stated by Goel [Goe95, Dor08]. For every step, it
used a specific kind of representation related to a specific task. During the ideation stage,
the first type of representation (e.g., freehand drawings and rough physical models) it’s
useful for designers,to show and visualise their design intentions. Successively, designer
usually used another type of representation (e.g., digital 3D models, drawings and images)
to communicate in a better and asynchronously way, colleagues and clients the already
designed proposition. There is one last representation that has the aim to communicate
exact and definitive information to build the artefact (e.g., detailed technical drawings and
rapid prototyping models) [Dor08].
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The representations used in this study are explained in the following paragraphs and
the complete proceeding is showed in the figure 3.2

Figure 3.2. Design informing models from The UX Book: Process and Guidelines for
Ensuring a Quality User Experience, [HS91]

3.3.1 Storyboard and Scenarios
Storyboard is part of a designer’s mental model, which is often used with scenarios. It
consists in a series of drawing sketches showing how user could interact with the device and
accomplish a task. A storyboard is the drawing of a story as a comic, where every image
represents an interaction of the user with another person and with the system. The user
interface is only a rough drawing. What is important is that is possible to have a look at
the overall structure and functions. It’s an useful tool because allows to capture in detail
the real world context in which the application could be used and one of its advantage is
that it promotes innovation trying to capture the problems that people faces in the real
domain.
The storyboard designed in this research is a series of static illustration with verbal
narration where there are some actors involved who faces a problems or a tasks to accomplish and to solve them they are going to use the application. The scenes are sketch out
in a rough form and there are dialogues showing sequences of flow from frame to frame.
For better understanding possible scenarios to create the storyboard,was useful to have the
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chance to monitor the exchanges that were taking place within the system between member
because allowed to better gather information on what usually users needs or offer.

3.3.2 Sketching
For the creation of multiple design representation of the mobile version, the method used
was sketching design to show and visualise the design intentions. Sketching is part of the
ideation iteration process and is the quick creation of freehand-drawings expressing preliminary design ideas, focusing on concepts rather than details[HS91]. It’s about starting
with a single design idea and then constantly evolving, improving and developing it. It is
a useful tool for exploring design ideas and expanding them, besides it’s quick, inexpensive and disposable. Before starting with sketching was important to start analysing the
web interface already implemented and online of the dedicated time bank. Once all the
functionalities of the system were considered and evaluated it was possible to start sketching some alternatives for the mobile version. Sketching are different from the prototype
process because while sketches evoke thinking and ideas to arrive at a design , prototype
illustrate an instance of a design. Sketches just suggest possibilities, prototype describe
already decided design [HS91].

3.3.3 Paper Prototyping and Wireframes
The paper prototyping process belongs to the intermediate and detailed design iteration.
The purpose of the intermediate design is selecting some possible multiple conceptual design
candidates and arrive to an intermediate solution of layout and functionality. Prototyping
is a detailed design process to communicate exact and definitive information to build the
artefact. It allows to create and test user interfaces quickly and cheaply.
“Prototyping is an activity with the purpose of creating a manifestation that, in
its simplest form, filters the qualities in which designers are interested, without
distorting the understanding of the whole” —[LST08]
What was fundamental taking into consideration in the design paper prototyping was
to choose firstly on which kind of system would the mobile application run. Since the
most popular systems nowadays running on mobile are Android and iOS as operating
system, the choice was between this two platforms. Android and iPhone are the two
leading platforms nowadays that run on mobile devices, and each one have its own particular
and incomparable characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. “But there is an inherent
tension when resources are limited and developers must choose one over the other, or decide
which platform to develop for first’.As a result, every app developer should be armed with
some basic facts around the differences between Android and iPhone users when making
these decisions”. “Some users think iOS works best for them, while some consider Android.
Such debates make developers to excel equally in both the application platforms and push
many app developers on concentrating their efforts on serving the majority of smartphone
users through these two platforms” [Tra13].
As the writer was more experienced with the iOS operating system and since Android
runs on more than one device, it was easier and quicker to analyse and design an interface,
which would run on iOS. The approach used in this research for analyse and design a
possible alternative for a mobile application is paper prototyping.
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A prototype is the initial example of a product or program, which acts as a basis for
following designs. Prototypes are often made from inexpensive materials and are usually
made at a lower level of detail than a final product. The aim of paper prototyping is testing
the usability with representative users that have to perform realistic tasks by interacting
with a paper version of the interface of the application. This proceeding ended with a
formative evaluation by the users that had to accomplish some tasks. Usually to conduct
paper prototyping there is an “executor”, a person that plays the role of the device or the
computer to change screens an do all the other actions of the system in response to a user’s
actions.
Usually before starting making prototyping it is important to know how to the designer
wants to proceed. Since the prototype should be something less than the real system,
the designer should decide how to make it less. He can focus on just the breadth or just
the depth of the system or by focusing on less than full fidelity of details. There are
two types of approaches on making prototyping. The horizontal prototype, which is very
broad in describing features but it’s less descriptive in terms of functionalities. The vertical
prototype, which instead contains as much details of functionality as possible but for less
features.[HS91] Another way to control the content of prototype is the level of fidelity
The first approach used was a low fidelity type of paper prototyping that means that the
prototypes showed to users were not accurate representations of the details of look, feel
and behaviour. The intention was just give to the user a more a conceptual impression of
the future design of the mobile application. It allowed rough ideas to be captured, tested
and thrown away, emphasised big picture, improved design thinking and also allowed more
iteration.[Bux07] Usually this kind of prototyping is used when design details have not been
decided. It was a useful tool because it was a fast way to mock up the interface. Moreover
the users who “used” it, didn’t know how the interface works. Trying to accomplish a
given task interacting with it, they could give helpful feedbacks, thus the interface could be
refined before the implementation process. It usually served the designer who can discover
all the things that usually are confused during usability, such as poor terminology, layout
problems, missing functionalities requirements. It was possible to check if the users can
understand the terms chosen within the application and if the navigation, the interface
provide the right information to make decision.
The second approach of prototyping was made using Cacoo that allowed to have a
better visualisation of the prototype of the application. Cacoo is a user friendly online
drawing tool that allows to create a variety of diagrams such as site map, flowchart, mind
map, wire frame, UML diagram.Thanks to this tool was possible to create a high fidelity
prototypes, which were a more detailed representations of the design, including details of
appearance and interaction behaviour. The final result was a more realistic design. High
fidelity prototypes give the opportunity to refining the design details made in the low fidelity
one, then to get them into the final implementation. High fidelity prototyping as the low
fidelity is less expensive and faster then programming the final product. The difference
with the low fidelity is that it will be much more realistic, more interactive and much more
representative of the real software product.
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Chapter 4

Inquiry and analysis
4.1 Analysis of Existing Systems
Before starting using the contextual inquiry method for validating the research hypothesis
of this study, it was conducted a long research of a possible candidate for an usable platform
of time banking. Seeking a model of time bank, which might fit with our need, involved an
extensive research through the internet, on time banks websites, from the US and the UK,
but also in Europe and beyond.
Two principal hubs for time banks in the US and the UK wee found.The website of Time
Banks USA is Timebanks.org, which is a non-profit organisation that supports and assists
a network of time banks in the US and abroad. Time Banks USA provides its Community
Weaver software to its member time banks. In looking through the over 150 time banks
affiliated to this network the research ended up with two alternatives that could have been
taken. The first option was implementing a new platform, with the purpose to introduce
it within the university. On the web were found some available open source software
as Community Weaver, Cyclos, Time Online, or other tools which allow to develop and
implement a Time Banking system that give the possibility to join a community, create
a personal profile, insert an advertisement to either offer services or to request a service
from another member of the community, and exchange hours with member after having
exchanged services. They allow too keep track of those hours that members give and receive
just like in an online bank account. After having tested the online software offered by Time
Banks USA (“Community Weaver”) and Time Banks UK (“Time Online”). Between these
two systems, Community Weaver seemed to be more user friendly and simple. It allows
user to join an existing time bank, or licence the software, and sets up your own time bank.
The Time Online software seemed complicated. The second option was, instead, using an
already implemented platform. Time Republik seemed to be a good source and a good
platform where to start this research and it was just at the beginning of its development
stage since there was just an online beta version of the system. This was also a limitation
for the research because the interface design and usability of the system that was being
analysed was always changing in functionality and design interface.
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4.2 Users Data from Interviews
The first form of contextual inquiry tool used was the interview of the expert of this topic
and owner of the platform chosen for this study. An important meeting was arranged with
the two founders of Time Republik since there was an interest in focusing on it. It was
an important discussion for this research study since the people interviewed had a greater
knowledge about this topic. It was possible to gather useful information regarding the
perception of this reality by people, information about their platform,its usability, what kind
of problems they usually faced and future improvements. In addition from this interview,
came out what kind of exchanges usually people make and what was the paradigm used
in the hours allocation. What is noticeable from the services exchange within the systems
concerned a flexibility in exchanging hours between members, where they also give a certain
importance to the quality of the services received, rewarding it with some additional time.
Another important feature of the systems was that members have also the possibility to
recommend people and rate them in according to the quality of the service exchanged.
This was thought to strengthening the concept of “trust” within this reality, which is a core
factor since people usually have some initial mistrust.
Another meeting was arranged with our stakeholder: the gender group. After a short
presentation of the online platform of Time Republik, they agreed in promoting the introduction of this system within the university. Thanks to this interview it was possible to
understand what kind of needs usually some of the USI members could have, like for example, family needs. The gender group obtained the permission by the university to start a
collaboration with Time Republik and it started to advertise it within the University. (see
Usi Flash and Time Republik comunicato stampa in the Appendix). Time Republik also
started a campaign of advertising printing some vouchers that would be useful to promote
it (see Appendix).
The contextual inquiry went onwards with some observation on usability tests and
interviews, since just the interviews would have been not enough as an exclusive data
gathering technique. It was important to understand how the work in question was actually
done. Just interviewing users would not been enough to uncover unmet needs but also only
observation without interviewing would have been its drawbacks. This is due to the fact
that if it would be used just the observation approach to gather data , it could happen that
some important points would be missed. Furthermore it could also happen that during
the observation stage some issues didn’t come up. Another usual disadvantage of the
observation technique was that it can affect the behaviour of the user observed. This is due
to the fact that users know that they were observed and for this reason it could happen that
they can produce a temporary increase of his/her performance [HS91]. Thus the decision
was to run both, interviewing users and let them using the platform.
The goal of testing the platform was to receive initial feedback from users about the
existing systems. Moreover it allowed to receive feedbacks about its interface design and
issues observing them while users operate with it.
It allows to do user work activity data gathering, inquiring into the structure of the
users’ own work practice and learn about how people interact with the chosen system and
how it had to be better designed to support. The usability tests was conducted within
students at the informatics faculty and it started with a brief explanation on what a time
bank and what the goal of this research study were. Then it was asked to the student to
perform easy tasks, as login, create a profile and simulate a possible need of a service.
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In addition on the feedback received by the informatics students were gathered other
additional feedbacks. Thanks to the permission of the Time Republik owner, it was possible
to access and use a monitoring systems, named Uservoice. Through this system there were
collected all the feedbacks that users, who were registered to the systems and who were
using Time Republik, left on the platform. This allowed gathering feedbacks from a higher
number of people, about the user interface perception on the design and usability of the
Time Republik platform and their suggestions of possible future improvements. UserVoice
Feedback is a tool that allows to collect and prioritise feedback from customers.Users post
issues or suggestions, and others vote the feedback up or down. There are set limits on
the number of votes that users can allocate, which helps people focus on the essential.
The administrator can monitor every feedback leaved and check it as started, planned,
completed.
The feedbacks received on the usability of the system from informatics students were initially negative. Interviewing some of them was possible to gather feedbacks and suggestion
for possible future improvements of the platform. What come out from testing the systems
was related to the interface,which was not intuitive, presented too much information in the
login page and it didn’t have clear buttons and functionality. Moreover, it didn’t show a
clear goal of the systems for a first use of a user who didn’t not know what time Republik
did. Users had some difficulties in searching people who was offering services within the
system, and in finding some of the buttons. Once the user logged into the systems, the
homepage did not change but it remained the same and messy. There were buttons with
the same icons that brought to different pages and create confusion. There were information about people spread at random. The messages written in the index page “trade your
talents” did not emphasise the exchange concept of this community. In the homepage there
was a video that should explain what Time Republik was, but it was too long and it had
to be shortened. All these feedback were useful to suggest improvements for the platform
and suggest idea for the design of the mobile version.
The other feedbacks and suggestions collected were gathered by the Uservoice software.
They often referred to functionality problems as some buttons that should be fixed or
suggestion for possible introduction of a tutorial that could explain how the website worked.
People often suggest possible talents that could be introduced inside the system since they
were not already in the database. Other recurrent feedbacks were usually about some
suggestions on the usability of the systems, bugs, missing options. One of some initial
suggestion that have been completed were:
• “The log-in button on the home screen does not work with my iPad, other log-in
buttons work, just not from the main page.”
• “How can I do to check the time gained by invitations ? For example I see in my
account that I got 10 minutes of extra-time but I don’t know which of my invited
friends signed up in TR and gave me time... It ’d be useful a storical for each user
in order to see and check it.”
• “Hi, when I get a mail that tells me that I have a message from somebody, I would
like to see it on the mail itself too, because maybe i don’t have access to TRK in that
moment but i want to know who needs me and for what. Thanks!”
• “Hi! Since I’ve no Facebook account (and I’m not planning to subscribe) I’m not able
to invite my friends. It would be nice to send the invitations via the Gmail contacts”.
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• “Hey, maybe we can search in a radius without setting a category? just to see what
I can find in 10 kms around me. At the moment I have to choose a category very
exactly and then I can adjust the radius what leads to sadness when I cannot find
anything. So is it possible to search eg. in 10 kms around me every human being who
is registered at Timerepublik?”
• “I’ve registered but have no email. Trying to do it again, but "email is taken".”

More than 270 feedbacks by users, were read and monitored. A small part of them and
the suggestions planned, completed and started can be found in the appendix.
The next step accomplished was interviewing another kind of user, the final users.
The goal was find a set of users (students from different faculties of USI, personnel of the
university, family, experts) in order to understand their knowledge of this kind of system.
In addition, the contextual inquiry was used to explore the use of time banks inside and
outside the USI.
The following step was starting to prepare the interviews to perform between students.
The principal investigator of this study conducted all the interviews, starting from a brief
personal introduction and a short overview of the purposes of this study. The interviews
started with warm up questions, followed by demographic questions useful to distinguish
the kind of users.(see Appendix) The type of the interviews was a semistructured type that
means that it has been followed a default trace but allowing the interviewee to move in a
less limited way, thus without following in a strictly manner the initial trace. The choice of
this kind of interviews was that it was the easiest way to get the information to maintain
the possibility of talking naturally with the interviewees. These interviews were supposed
to be a good source of valuable data and new insights to the work domain that this research
has to analyse. The goal was just discovering if people were aware about this topic, their
interest in use it and what kind of needs and talents could they share. The interviews were
recorded using digital recorders, with the information being stored on secure computers and
was also used a manual paper note writing, which is the most commonly used contextual
inquiry data collection technique. All participants’ detail have been kept confidential and
the data fragments used in this research are non attributable.
The contextual inquiry proceeded with other interviews performed for this research
study. They were conducted during a family party at the Campus of Mendrisio. People
interviewed were master students, phd student or docents who belongs to the USI. The
goal of these interviews were gathering information to understand how much these people
were aware about this kind of phenomenon, what were their thought about its utility,
advantages and disadvantages. Interviewing this type of users, families, gave an important
hint on which type of needs could they have differently from students, which kind of services
they would need and share within the system and also if there were an effective interest
from them to take advantages from it. Since the number of interviews performed at the
campus of Mendriso were too low and they included just few specific user, was compulsory
to interview also another cluster of users, which were students, thus other interviews were
performed to ten students from different faculties.
The interviews started with the same introduction of the previous one performed in
Mendrisio. There were a brief personal introduction and a short overview of the purposes
of this study. Successively it was asked some warm up questions, followed by demographic
questions useful to distinguish the kind of users, in terms of nationality, sex, faculty of
belonging and the last question related to the time they were in Lugano and their future
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perspective. Analysing the answers given in the interviews what emerged from them was
that few people heard about Time banks and the major part of them didn’t know what
it was and how it works. Once there were given an explanation about Time bank and its
functionality, it was asked what they thought about its advantages for the community and
if there was an interest in use it. The major part of the respondents thought that could
be a good idea to implement this kind of systems inside the university. They believed that
students which don’t have an high availability of money would use it or that it was a way
to help people who want to meet new people. They retain that it could also be a useful tool
for learning a language, for exchange favour as carpooling or for small favour of consulting.

4.3 Work Activity Affinity Diagram
After having used the contextual inquiry to observe and interview users and collected
corresponding contextual data, the next proceeding was to analyse that data to understand
better the work domain. This procedure is named contextual analysis and has two basic
steps: converting raw contextual data into work activity notes and putting them into a work
activity affinity diagram. Starting from the first interview the goal was to place related items
together, trying to cluster large number of ideas and issue making a transcription of the
interviews performed. Once all the interviews were written down, the successive work was
reading the interviews trying to let some useful information came up and create patterns.
The interviews were read and analysed and it was created notes for valuable information.
The result of analysing the interviews was a set of sticky notes, organised according to the
question of the interviews. Each sticky note contained single idea extracted from interviews.
The first phase to build up the work affinity activity diagram was to find elements
related to the answer for the research questions considered in this research and take one
notes card where write these topics. For affinity diagram it was used the following website that is a service that provides online sticky notes: https://noteapp.com/bWnup7nk88
(https://corkboard.me).
The first step was put notes into the board specifying the topic of the note by colour.
Next step was arranging notes by its colour.
After each note was reviewed (duplicates were removed, some of them were splitted into
different notes), there were five core labels.

4.3.1 Summary of WAAD
The work activity affinity diagram consisted in some labels which after having analysed the
interviews, eliminating the repetition, were :
Service offered: the people interviewed would offer services as
• MATH LESSONS
• RECOVERY LESSONS
• BIOLOGY LESSONS
• YOGA TEACHER
• BABYSITTING
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• TRANSLATION
• LANGUAGE TEACHER
• PICK UP SOMEONE
• AFTER SCHOOL
• CONSULTING
Service needed: the people interviewed would need services as:
• LANGUAGE TEACHER
• CONVERSATION TO LEARN A LANGUAGE
• TRANSLATIONS
• BABYSITTING
• HELP WITH RESEARCH
• CARPOOLING
• COMPUTER HELPER

Trust: is another label of the work activity affinity diagram and it was one of the
main concern discussed in the interviews. Trust was an important factor to take into
consideration when someone uses this kind of systems since there were a lot of people that
can cheat and take advantages from it. Trust is the basic premise on which the system
could work well. Regarding this concept people believed that it is important if there was a
possibility to check some additional information relative to the required profile. This would
allows to increase their confidence for that profile. Therefore features as rating people or
recommendation are useful to increase the assurance. Another factor that can influence
the confidence was the feeling that a person who is looking for someone has towards the
researched profile and in any-case depends on what kind of service they were looking for. For
example entrust somebody for the care of their children is different from a need of help with
a problem with the computer or a translation. What came out from the interviews is that
depending on what was the refined service people has the tendency search for something
that reassure them as rating or recommendations.
USIT-Bank: this labels was related to the intention on introducing this systems within
the USI and the notes connected to it were the main answered received during the interviews. People thought that was a good idea, that allowed to create a community where
people could share their talents and help each other without using money, that was positive
since usually students do not work and do not have an high availability of money. It was
also a useful tool to make new friend and meet people. Whereas the university is a small
community, it could happen that not all the profiles researched would be available within
the systems, thus would be better having the possibility to make a research also outside
the university.
Paradigm equality was related on what people thought about the fact that there was
equality on the services exchanged and the assignment of the hours. This was a critic
topic since not all the people has the same thought regarding the equality of the services
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exchange and so of the hours assigned. Some of the people interviewed just appreciated the
goal of this system in terms of strengthening relationship between people, having also the
possibility to enhance their skills, abilities, aptitudes and the potentiality of each individual,
who has the opportunity here to really feel appreciated, to get involved, to assert his true
personality and achieve self-fulfillment. The only skepticism was about the reliability of
the people who belongs to this community, in terms of trust and honesty of member who
exchange services. Almost the half of the people who was interviewed believed that while
finding the idea of the time banks ambitious and at the same time very interesting it could
happen that this system could create situations of imbalance between the services offered
by those whom provide a service. A user might have to compensate another user for having
received a service whose quality was very poor, which was completed in a rushed and
without care , or there might be a discrepancy between the difficulty or physical fatigue or
mental demand between services offered by two users, thesis to repay another, made in the
same time frame. The success of this type of institutions would rely on two assumptions.
The first, the absolute comparability of all the services offered in terms of expertise and
technical skills (which, however, it is usually not the case when these services are rewarded
with monetary remuneration), the second and even more important prerequisite would be
the absolute good faith, fairness and professional ethics of all members of the time bank.
Both of these conditions involve commitments at a behavioural level of the participants of
the service, whose reliability in the absence of an adequate control tools, they did not trust
so much.
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The resulting layout of the work activity affinity diagram is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Work activity affinity diagram

4.4 Activity Logged in Time Banking Database
4.4.1 Services Exchanged
Another way to monitor the usage of the system was through the message exchanged
between members. A huge amount of email were read and analysed to understand how
people manage the exchanges within Time Republik. Moreover there was an interest in
understanding what were the most required and offered services and how people made
recommendations finding an answer on one of the research question of this study related to
the fact that the new model of time banking allow assigning value to the quality of services
in different ways, in this case with recommendation. Since the “one-hour-per-one-hour” is
not more the only way to trade services, the goal of observing the exchange of service was
understanding if users give a certain importance to quality using it as tool for rewarding
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with extra time and recommendations other users. What came out from the analysis of
the email was that the major number of exchange were made by Russian, Brazilian and
Spanish people since the major parts of the emails were written in Russian and in Spanish.
These emails were not considered. The services exchanged were very various and what was
noticeable from the conversations was that there was a sort of flexibility in assigning the
time for the service received. Often people start the deal before having decide how much
time it would required to perform a certain service. The ways in which exchanges take
place are disparate. First of all, it was possible to observe from the several email analysed
that the types of services exchanged were several and different.(see Appendix and section.
2.4). The most required services were related with problems or needs with the computer,
Usually people asked for computer helper ranging from little problems to web developer or
programmer or social network experts.

4.4.2 Recommendations & Ratings
An interesting feature of TIMEREPUBLIK is that differently from the other social platforms that aim to facilitate the matching of supply and demand for labor is the credibility of
the data. The user profile is enriched with comments, feedback, recommendations written
by third parties and is not just a collection of information and references for this selfproduced and less reliable. What was possible to monitor through the huge number of
email is that usually the user who received the service leave a feedback on the quality and
professionalism of the person who offers the service. This was also due to the fact that the
system reminds users to leave a feedback after having received a service. The systems gave
the possibility to give a rate in base on punctuality, communication and quality. It was
observed that in almost every case all the recommendations were positive and there were
not any of negative.
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Chapter 5

Design
5.1 Storyboard
After all the contextual analysis process was concluded the following step was the creation
of a storyboard which,as mentioned in chapter 3, is part of the conceptual design iteration
process. The first proceeding was taking into consideration a possible scenario where our
mobile application could be used or people could have a need of it. People usually need
something everyday or have skills that could be useful for someone else, thus the possible
scenarios were various, it was only a matter of imagination to draw some sequences of
possible “frames” that illustrate that interplay between users and the envisioned system.
The following storyboard try to illustrate and bring to life the design in graphical “clips”,
freeze frame sketches of stories of how people will work with the system. It is useful to figure
out how some of the design features of the interface would be, since were considered some
possible scenarios and it was important to make a easier application in terms of usability
and intuitive design.
The first storyboard were drawn by free hands on a paper with a pencil. Later, the
scenarios were modified and adapted to the last version of the mobile application, result
of a accurate evaluation of users who were interviewed and tested prototypes. The final
storyboard were made using a software named Comic Life 2. and the results is show in
figure 5.1, 5.2.
The first scenario (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) illustrated a particular situation where
a mom is at work and her son is calling her asking if she could pick him up earlier from
school. The mom is checking if someone in the time bank system between her favourites
members has the possibility to pick her son up. She had just to leave a message into the
bulletin where everybody can read it.Members who belong to this community will receive
a message and they can easily and quickly reply to her though the mobile application as a
normal message.
The second scenario (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4) was taken from something that really
happened to the writer.There was an user who had to cook a dessert for a dinner with
friends but he didn’t know what kind of dessert make and how to cook it. He decided
to ask for an advice inside the time bank. He searchs for a pastry chef talent sending a
message explaining his need.A members who read the message reply to him suggesting a
dessert and giving a help on how to make it.
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Figure 5.1. Storyboard mom&son
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Figure 5.2. Storyboard mom&son
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Figure 5.3. Storyboard Receipt need
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Figure 5.4. Storyboard Receipt need
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5.2 Sketches
The first sketches were created starting by considering some general look and feel of the
login page of the application, the homepage and focusing on how the web platform worked.
The first result was the creation of freehand drawings of all the main pages as the homepage,
the message page, the profile page and the menu bar. There was a continuos evolution in
creating them and improvements that could provide a history of the writer thinking. This
helped to understand design and its detail to proceed getting into prototyping. The first
sketches were the draw of the initial screen of the application that was the login screen.
The major parts of the applications of nowadays give the possibility to decide if log in
with Facebook or with other information such as email, username and password. The idea
was giving to the user before the log in to have the possibility to have a view of the main
features of the application through the scrolling of the screen on the left side. In this way
users could see the image of the phone with inside screenshot of the main features of the
application. The first sketches of the login page are shown in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. First sketches
In the appendix is possible to have a look at other evolution and improvements of the
login screen before arriving to the last one that has some small differences from the previous
one. In the last version of the sketches of the login page the image of the phone was removed
and instead, there were introduces some sentences that explained what was the goal of the
application (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6. First sketches of possible homepage layout
The major difficulty was during the realisation of the homepage screen and it required
many sketches before arriving at a good result, since it was hard to find an easy and intuitive
design for it. The main feature of the homepage was giving to the user the possibility to
choose between needs and offers posted by members of the community. The first sketches
of the homepage and the menu screen is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7. First sketches of possible homepage layout
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The goal was to have a homepage the easiest and cleanest as possible where users could
search between people who were offering a service or needing something. Since the new
interface of the platform of Time Republik at the last release had just introduced a bulletin
system where people could put their announcements of offerings and needs, it would be a
good idea to have this type of system also in the mobile version. The idea to put the option
to reach favourite from the homepage screen was thought because it would be quicker for
someone that had an urgent need to contact him/her. It was also useful for a user who
needs someone to trust as in the storyboard where the person was looking for someone that
could pick up her son. The users could check between their favourite people quickly, just
clicking on the button and contact one of their personal favourites users.

Figure 5.8. First sketches of the homepage layout
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The main goal in the homepage screen (Figure 5.8) was having two distinct buttons that
differentiate between offers and needs, and as it is possible to see in the second picture,
there were two different bulletins for needs and offers. The mistake was that it was not an
easier and intuitive screen since it was too much web based interface with too many things
on the screen.
The menu tab would open a scroll page. For the menu screen the greater difficulty was
to figure out what were the main screen that had to be reachable from this tab and the
icon to represent them. In the first sketches the menu had the following options as shown
in Figure 5.9:
• Profile
• Home
• Messages
• Settings
• Invite
• About
• Logout
This type of menu layout is very common for many applications already available on
the market.

Figure 5.9. Menu sketch
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Other sketches were drew, with different features of the list of options.(See appendix)
The other two main screens were the messaging and the profile screen. The first sketch
of the profile screen (Figure 5.10) was too messy. Drawing the profile page allowed to
better understand what were the main features that have to be visible, and what could be
reachable through a another option.

Figure 5.10. Profile sketch
The messaging screen was standard and intuitive, as the major part of the messaging
application on the market. One of the main difficulties was to figure out how to design
the functionality that allow users to start the deal with another member (Figure 5.11).
Moreover, the platform of Time Republik has a particular functionality that force the user
to follow compulsory steps after the deal started. Users has to log the time to the member
who has provided the service. Furthermore, the user has to leave a feedback in according
to the quality, communication and punctuality and then close the deal. Thus,all these
functionality had to be designed into the sketches of the application.
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Figure 5.11. Messages and deal sketch
The last sketches was drawing the homepage (Figure 5.12). The idea was to design
a series of bulletins of members who were offering something or searching someone.This
design will be still used in the paper prototyping.
After a research of some of the best applications on the market and analyzing what
were the standards of the usability and design interface other sketches came out. When the
idea of what kind of design and functionalities should the application had, the next step
was starting to create prototyping, going through more detailed features.
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Figure 5.12. Homepage sketch

5.3 Paper prototypes and wireframes
Before starting drawing paper prototypes the first objective was understanding what were
the main functionalities of the systems and analyse how every buttons worked and on which
page did they bring. The potential design of the application was inferred from the sketches,
yet it was not possible to devise anything concerning specific functionalities. The concept
of paper prototyping was sketching out the interface and screens on paper, using things
like sticky notes to represent popups and dialog boxes. It started taking some papers and
pencils. Moreover there were some posts of different colours to differentiate the screens.
An iPhone helped to design his shape on the paper and then it was used scissor to cut it.
The first phase was starting with simplest possible background for each screen in pencil as
a base for all the other moving parts. Sometime happened that some buttons or feature
could be reused so it was not necessary to draw them again, so that it was possible to
minimise the work and the time. This initial step was confused and with some mistakes
since the first paper prototype was too much web based interface. This was due to the
fact that it has been starting with focusing too much on the online platform of Time
Republik. Since it was decided to use iOS as operating system for our mobile version,
it was conducted a research on how usually the best application worked on it and what
were the main features and design interface. Then, after that the paper prototypes was
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ready the following step was find testers who interact with it exactly as they would do
with the real application, except that the author of this research substituted the computer,
changing out screens and UI elements as necessary, depending on what the tester did. The
advantage of paper prototyping was that paper is cheap while engineering time is not. It
was spent time building a cheap and throwaway paper prototype to find out how a possible
mobile application could be and if something didn’t work. It allowed to catching the major
usability problems earlier, which then serves to not waste precious time, effort and money
developing designs that may fail.
The paper prototyping process started and followed three steps:
1. Decide on the tasks that would like the user accomplish.
2. Make screen shots and/or hand-sketched drags of the windows, menus, dialog boxes,
pages, popup messages, etc. that are needed to perform those tasks.
3. Recruit users from students of all faculties
The tasks chose for testing the paper prototyping were three as following:
1. A person needs someone that could offer computer help. He/She has difficulty in
changing the administrator on his mac. There were three options:
(a) the tester is using the application and see a post with this request. Since he/she
knows how to solve this problem he/she wants to reply this person and give help.
(b) the tester has this problem and he/she need someone who can help to solve it.
He/she has to leave a message in the bulletin.
(c) The tester has this problem but he/she wants to contact someone directly sending
him/her a message.
2. Once the testers receives the help they have to start the deal and closing it with
making a recommendation at the end.
3. The tester needs someone to create a website for a translation service.
(a) The tester has to find someone who has this kind of talent and contact him.
(b) The tester has to post the request into the bulletin.
In the first testing it was used a low fidelity type of paper prototyping which means
that the quality of the perception by the user of the application design was low since it
just required paper and pen to simulate an interface. This was due to the low quality of
the drawing on the paper. One of the difficulties for the “executor”, the person who change
the screen in response to the user’s actions was not to interfere with the usage experience.
For this reason, before starting to ask to the interviewer to compute the three tasks it was
asked to try to access to the application through the login screen and freely use it. In
this way it was possible to see the initial reaction of the user ahead the various feature of
the application. During the evaluation, users could move through the applications features.
The following pictures show the paper prototypes that were used for testing the application.
The login page (Figure 5.13) was similar to the previous one drew during the sketches
process. There were three options: login with Facebook, register if the user has never use
the application before,or login if the user was already registered.
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Figure 5.13. Login page prototyping
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Users interviewed didn’t show any problem to understand the login page (figure 5.11);
some of users,during the paper prototyping test, decided to login with Facebook and other
to create a new account. In the appendix is possible to see the other drawings.
The main page (Figure 5.14) had some features that created confusion, in particular
some icons were not clear.

Figure 5.14. Home page prototyping
The greater confusion that resulted during the test by users was related to the icons
on the top (Figure 5.14). The icon’s functionality allows users to put their post of needs
or offers and the icon for the research of the talents. Instead users interviewed thought
that it was the icon for going to the messaging page.Effectively , the icon could create
ambiguity,since it was usually used for indicating the chatting screen.
Another section which users found confused was the one of the messaging layout (Figure
5.15), particularly where user had to start the deal. The icon which allowed to start a deal
was drawn badly and was not clear without explaining to users what was its function.
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Figure 5.15. Messaging layout prototyping
The icon for closing the deal, whose shape was a padlock, was not clear and it will be
changed with appropriate labels. After a formative evaluation involving 10 students, there
was gathered some feedback on the usability and design interface of the prototype of the
mobile application of Time Republik. All the feedback received during the testing of the
prototype have been reviewed, the next and last step was sketching out what seemed to
be a good layout removing all the ambiguous and redundant features that create confusion
during the test. The writer decided to draw again the design of the application but using
an online tool, Cacoo, that allowed being more accurate in the interface design where
also the dimension of the phone was more realistic. Moreover there was the possibility to
navigate through every option of the application, as the menu bar, the messaging and the
profile page. This allowed the designer to check the right functionality of the app. Paper
prototypes with user interface objects, icons and text made with a software are the same as
the hand drawn paper, but with the difference that they have a higher fidelity in appearance
and anyway are clearer to users to better understand the applications functionalities.
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The result of high fidelity prototypes made with the computer software is shown in
figure 5.16 and in the successive figures. The login pages (Figure 5.16) it is composed by
three screens that allow users to read the main goal of the application. The three small
circles should let the users understand that they can slide the three screens. From each of
these screen users could login.

Figure 5.16. Login screen high fidelity prototyping
Once users have logged into the application, they can scroll a series of bulletins of people
who have post a need or an offer.(Figure 5.17)
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Figure 5.17. Explore screen high fidelity prototyping
The icons on the top were reduced from three to two. In the previous version of low
fidelity prototypes, there were three icons on the top of the application.There were the
menu icon, the search tool and another icon the allowed users to post their messages on
the bulletin. In the new prototype were designed just the icons of the menu and messaging
screen. As it possible to see from figure 5.17, there is a search section which allow users to
filter the post in the bulletin.
Users can post a request just clicking on the “plus icon” which carry users into another
screen, where could choose the type of request, depending on whether is a need or an offer.
(Figure 5.18)
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Figure 5.18. Post offers & needs screen high fidelity prototyping

Figure 5.19. Menu high fidelity prototyping

The menu (Figure 5.19) has the following options with their related functionality:
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• Explore: it brings user to the main page where there are bulletins of offers and needs.
(Figure 5.17)
• Profile: it allows users to see their own profile and edit it. The profile page (Figure
5.20) is composed by three screen. The first contains information as biography and
personal information. The second screen contains the talents of the user and the time
wallet, with time spent and earned, the rating history. The third screen (Figure 5.21)
includes the awards, the rating history, the recommendations received and since there
is the possibility to import files as curriculum vitae or others, the user can find all his
files in this sections. It also possible to view all the user’s favourite.

Figure 5.20. Profile first and second screen high fidelity prototyping
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Figure 5.21. Profile third screen high fidelity prototyping
• Messages: it brings users into the messaging sections. It shows a list of the recent
messages and one users click on one of them it allows to read all the conversation
(Figure 5.22).

Figure 5.22. Messaging screen high fidelity prototyping
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• Browse talents: it allows user to search people on the base of the category of the
talents, the location, the distance and the ratings. It would enable also to filter them
for favourites. Once users choose the features they desired, the search return a list of
talents. (Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.23. Browse Talents screen high fidelity prototyping
• Settings: it allows user to change some of the initial settings (Figure 5.24).
• Time wallet: it shows all the time wallet history and the rating received (Figure
5.25).
• Logout: it allows users to exit from the application.
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Figure 5.24. Settings screen high fidelity prototyping

Figure 5.25. Time Wallet screen high fidelity prototyping
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The messaging page is just a normal chat section that allows user to exchange messages.Once the users have decided to offer a services, they can start the deal clicking on
the icon with the heart shape that and then following all the procedures that are also the
same that are implemented on the online platform of Time Republik The figure 5.26 shows
what step the users have to follow after they decide to start a deal. Once they started
the deal, the option “start the deal” become green, and the next option that users have to
accomplish become red.

Figure 5.26. Start Deal screen high fidelity prototyping

Chapter 6

Conclusion
6.1 Reflections
During the writing of this thesis concerning the Time Bank (TB) phenomenon, many were
the open issues I came across. Foremost, the concept of time had to be explored and
revisited, as also the concept of trust, while investigating how time exchange should be
dealt between individuals trading services of different complexity and value. This is where
our main research question stems from: “is one hour for hour the right exchange paradigm
in a Time Bank?” While we did not get a precise answer to this question, we did not
expect that anyway, trying to find one, drove our research and let us explore not only
how existing models of TB implement this trade but also confront ourselves directly with
users’ points of view on this subject. In the course of this research, I had the chance, as
well as through interviews conducted to find an answer to the initial research questions, to
go deeper into the topic, by discussing it with other people and getting different opinions
regarding this issue. Time bank can be inserted into an economic debate concerning the prosocial and cooperative behaviours inspired by reciprocity and trust, which aims to broaden
the assumptions of the standard economic theory model, which is based on the idea that
there is a representative agent, guided solely by the objective of maximising his individual
utility. As reported in this study, TB is based on the symmetrical exchange of services,
where the exchanges that exist between the members is measured in "hours" and is equal to
the duration of the service provided, regardless of its type, so that all services are the same:
an "hour" of math lesson is equal to an "hour" dedicated to the care of an elder or a ’"hour"
dedicated to any other activity. The fundamental principle on which, therefore, a time bank
is based, is the symmetrical reciprocity between each of the members and the system as
a whole. In fact, the value of all types of services exchanged is measured using time as
currency, that within the bank is equivalent for all. Also exchanges are in no way binding,
they are not fix contracts, in the sense that there is a possibility that one of the partners
decide to not reciprocate. This concept of equality between the several types of services
traded within a time bank can generate different opinions and disagreements among people.
While finding the idea of the time banks ambitious and at the same time very interesting,
people interviewed saw this pattern a bit unrealistic and impossible to achieve in a reality
based on a market economy. Where different jobs have different values and there is no
equality between individuals or their jobs. Each individual aims at maximising their social
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status via their job recognitions in terms of value and reward, e.g. salary and bonuses. On
the contrary, a system like TB, where any kind of service offered has the same value, and
everybody is equal, would in theory prevent individuals from long-term and time consuming
training in more complex subjects and do their best in their jobs as these would not imply
any advantage both in terms of monetary rewards and social status. Furthermore, since
the time is the currency of the exchange, it could lead individuals to spend more than the
necessary time in performing a task as that would mean a higher reward, going against
efficiency principles, where performing the same task in less time would be a desirable.
Being the time, however, the currency of the exchanges within this community and the
only factor that can make measurable the offered performance, the qualitative aspect of
the work would not be in any way considered: this means that the success of this type of
institutions, would rest on two assumptions:
• the absolute comparability of all the services offered in terms of expertise and technical skills (that is not the case when these services are rewarded with monetary
remuneration ),
• the absolute good faith, fairness and professional ethics of all members of the time
bank.
In particular the second condition requires participants to invest a high level of responsibility
and that together with the lack of an adequate means of control, leads people to express a
deep sense of skepticism.
Despite these concerns, it is important to consider, however, that the concept of Time
Bank needs to be analysed from the point of view of its basic principles and goals. A
time bank is a micro-society that is only based on a concept of volunteering, even if it
differs from the latter. It wants to be a community that leaving on a side the traditional
economic system, embraces one where the time of each individual is equal for all. It aims
to strengthen relationships among people, encouraging the relationships of trust between
members and encouraging participation in the life of their community. It wants to be a
tool that allows people to get involved and affirm their abilities regardless of academic
degrees or professional experience accumulated. What really matters is the performance
and positive comments from users who have had the opportunity to test the quality of the
service provided. In this light we can see how the paradigm enacted by TR is very fitting.
The exchange is not more time per time but time per time plus quality recognition and
public feedback to raise the community status of the person providing the service. This
way TR is a tool for building and strengthening a community and its values. In fact the
new online platform TR, as well as, giving to a traditional time bank the possibility to
encourage the exchange of services between users geographically distant from each other,
has another interesting feature. It has a system which allows to leave recommendations
between members. Time Republik, aim also to become a useful tool in the search of a job
where it could happen that offering service, a person can gain positive recommendations
and rating that create a kind of “curriculum vitae time bank”, that can be shown to an
company or employment agencies.
Over the last few years, industrialisation, urbanisation, division of labor, secularisation,
technological development have develop a number of outcomes related to individualism ,
or even atomisation or alienation of the individual , which is within an environment that
is becoming more and more impersonal, characterised by relations cold and detached ,
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that are almost all based on the professional or commercial exchanges and less and less
based on a voluntary, affective and emotional nature. Moreover in the era of Internet and
globalisation these features are at risk of being further accentuated by reducing the space
or time for socialising, community , traditional values , identities . Time banks want to
be a response to the "degenerate dynamics" of modernity, by the recovery of pre-modern
practices , traditional , even ancient , with dual purposes: share the time with other people
to improve their quality of life and others and recover that behaviours based on logic
voluntary and non-commercial , thus increasing the social capital of a community.
There are many theories that can be taken into account to discuss the concept of exchange and reciprocity on which the time banks are founded, including the theory of the
gift elaborated by Mauss(1924)[MAZ08], which analysed the concept of reciprocity, and
that can be useful in explaining the exchanges. This theory focuses on the ability of exchanging gifts to build relations, through the alternation of three stages: giving, receiving
and returning, at the base of the exchanges of time, or of the "gifts" of time, among the
members of a bank.
Others theories are, for example, the procedural economic theories and intention-based
[V.07], which, while not finding a single definition of reciprocity, recognise that relations
are the features that differentiates the theories of reciprocity from other models based on
pure altruism or aversion to inequality.
These theories explain the reciprocity focusing on its ability to create relationships and
stimulate the adoption of cooperative behaviour, stressing the importance of symmetry and
the conditionality of the transfers, and highlighting the possibility of the development of
group preferences and rationality of a group that drives the members of a time bank on
focusing on maximising the utility of the entire system and not just in search of material
interest. In a time bank the confidence that a member acquire on another occurs not only
through the repetition of trade, but especially through the mutual expectation of such
behaviour among members that exchange. Conversely, a opportunistic behaviour is that of
a member who asked services to the and, once he reached the maximum number of debt
of hours allowed by the bank, decides to leave the association without having reciprocated
the hours received. In this case, the opportunistic member obtains a material gain given by
the services that he received and the conventional currency, the euro, which has saved. A
time bank aims to develop a network of relationships based on trust and on the expectation
of reliable behaviour. Trust is a fundamental dimension for understanding trade, also it
tends to became strength with repetition of trade over time, as each trade is an incentive
to behave reliable. Therefore, time banks bring together people of different ages, education
level, profession, social work, policy guidance, facilitating the dissemination of information
and trust within a heterogeneous group of members.
In addition, a time bank is characterised by a particular vision of time and in particular
by the time dedicated to interpersonal relationships. This view is antithetical to that of the
advanced societies and that of its dominant economic theory, which considers the time the
scarce resource for excellence and is centred on the dichotomy between work time and time
do not work. Participation in exchanges allows members to improve the allocation of their
time and enhance the time dedicated to the care and relationships, crushed by the pressure
that the scarcity of time has on interpersonal relationships. The relational economic theory
explains exchanges as investments in relation time and allows to define a time bank as
a relational asset[Gui00], which facilitates the process of production and consumption of
relational goods . The time voluntarily and mutually exchanged between the participants,
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can be defined as a relational good, not only because it helps to create relationships, but
especially because it can be produced and consumed only through exchange relationships .
Time banks can be defined as a system of exchange which, through reciprocity , trust and
continued investment in relational time, facilitates the process of production and consumption of relational goods , exerting a potential positive effect on life satisfaction declared by
members. In this sense, a time bank was defined as a relational asset.[Gui00]

6.2 Discussions
This study aimed at finding an answer to the question as to whether there will be benefits for
USI community in adopting a dedicated platform of time bank. It also wanted to investigate
if people who belongs to USI were aware of this reality, what were their opinion and if there
were an effective interest in using the platform. What emerged from the interviews was that
the benefits could be several, especially for services related to translation and linguistics or
informatics need. Therefore, it could be useful for students with a limited income. They
could use the system to learn a language, receive tutoring, or exploiting this tool to meet
new people and making new friends. It has also been observed, always referring to the
data that emerged from the interviews that students usually wants to find a paid job,
and that the idea of getting in return time, although interesting, does not satisfy them
completely. During the development of this research it was possible to monitor the use of
the chosen platform and has been observed that after an advertising promotion of the service
within the university there were few people who actually had joined it, and therefore it was
difficult to assess the types of exchanges that took place between these particular members.
Nonetheless, it was possible to monitor the exchange of different non-USI people, and what
was observable, was that there was an interest in the use of the platform by many people, in
particular Russian and Spanish people, and that the there were more offers then needs, and
that usually services most needed were those relating to computer science, web, languages
and translations. Moreover, monitoring the exchanges and analysing the platform of TR
gave me the possibility to propose a possible interface design that could allows designers
and developers to identify any usability issues that may arise in the user interface before
it’s developed and put into wide use.

6.3 Limitations
During the writing of this study, there were some limitations that the author had to face.
First of all, the recruitment of a high number of users to perform the interviews for the
contextual inquiry process was slow and hard. Due to time constraints it was not possible
to get many interviews, but despite the best efforts and the low numbers of participants it
was possible to gather interesting information regarding user perspective and their opinion
related to this type of system. Another important limitations was that only few students
started using the platform, so it was not possible to conduct a research on what kind of
services would be exchanged between this particular user, In studying the usability and
design interface of the platform, there were some difficulties since it was in continuous
development and many changes were made to the interface and functionalities. Another
important limitations for this study was the availability of the data at the beginning since
the chosen platform was at the first phase, it did not have a final version finished and
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enough data. Choosing the right platform was a long research, it was starting with the
thought to implement a new platform using some open source tools available online before
have found Time Republik that seemed to be a good platform useful for this study and
for the adaptation and design of a mobile version of it. The difficulties that the writer
had to face in the design part was that everything was conducted alone, without a team
for possible share of ideas in the part of ideation and contextual analysis, which usually is
conducted with a team.

6.4 Future Study
This research deeper analysed the phenomenon of time banks, in terms of a new currency
systems that want to strengthen relationships among people.It has been analysed, performing an accurate research of literature to understand how has been its spread all over the
world, but also focusing on how this issue is perceived by the people and on the usage of
the online platforms that are broadening the use of this system between other type of users
as for example youth. The development of these new platforms can propose further functionality in the way the exchanges are performed, as the possibility to reward the quality
of the service with extra time or recommend people. Despite the low numbers of people
interviewed, their opinions, gave basic indications on what could be the advantages to have
an online platform compared with the traditional one. Therefore, these results can give a
good source for people who want to face this topic and further investigate on it. Moreover,
the study proposes a detailed contextual analysis of user’s requirements and preferences in
terms of usability and interface and the user’s perceptions of a dedicated platform: Time
Republik. This process, through a series of sketches and prototypes will allow, future developer to exploit them for a possible development of a mobile version that embrace the
functionalities and features of a time bank.
Furthermore, developers could use these usability data following users requirements
process to develop a Time Bank mobile application. Despite the skepticism of people, this
system has several potentialities. For the success of its visibility, the start and continuity in the activities, time banks, should adopt a good coordinating system exploiting all
the possible tools of advertising. They have to maximise their visibility and promote it
through tools as website, e-mail, the network of associations, word of mouth and social networks.This is important since, as observed from interviews, people could have heard about
this kind of system, but without effectively knowing how it works and what are its goals,
and this can reduce a possible interest in adopt it.The criticality of the system of Time
banks are numerous. Often people does not really perceive what is the real purpose of the
Time Banks (which is not the exchange-instrument, but the creation of social relations).
Furthermore there could be added interesting features on the online platform.Possible future implementations could be giving to users the possibility to directly create groups on
the platform and create a sort of collaborative time bank. In this way, if the need is too
big to be solved by just one members, it would give users the possibility to solve a need of
another member of the community,just creating a kind of pipeline, where each of them can
contribute to solve that problem.
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Chapter 7

Appendix
7.1 Interviews
System concepts:
This work was born from the interest towards the design and the implementation of
systems of non-monetary exchange of goods and services in Ticino. Then there was a
change and I address this project towards the implementation and the creation of this
system for the Universitá della Svizzera italiana. For non-monetary exchange systems it’s
means a tool that allows participants to exchange goods and services by paying in various
ways, but without using the official currency. For my thesis project the idea is to create a
platform that allows students, docents and other members of the USI to register and share
their skills and capabilities into this system and the exchanged currency is the time.
How does the system work?
Once one of the members of the time bank need a service, he has just to check into the
system and searching it. Once he finds it he will be connected with the interested person
(email). For example person A needs someone who can helps him to repair his computer.
He will login into the systems and then there will be two options: a search engine for the
categories of skills and capabilities where he can search for someone that has offered his help
as computer helper or he can put a post explaining his problem and that he is looking for
a computer helper. Person B that is registered into the system offering this kind of service
will receive an email that advises him that there someone who is looking for a computer
helper.
TIME REPUBLIK
The platform that will be analysed in this project and that will be used inside the
University will be Time Republik (a Global Time Bank), which will allow to implement
these services exchanges . Registration to the site is free and immediate , just go to the
internet page and follow the registration procedure by inserting , like any other social
network, their data such as e- mail and password and then move on to customising your
public profile and indicate your talents and your abilities , skills or attitudes, choosing from
a set of performance divided into macro- categories and sub- categories ( “Art , Media &
Design” , “ Community & Social Services”, “Computer, Digital Devices & WWW ”, “Fashion
& Trends”, “Food & beverage”,“Instructor , Tutoring & Student Needs”,“Odd -jobs around
the House”, “Pet & Animals” , “Sport , Health & Wellbeing”, etc...). Upon registration,the
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user receives an initial credit of 5 hours loaded into the personal TimeTracker where the
hours will be recorded all the subsequent transactions through the accreditation of hours
to the services offered and debiting of those which you get.
Questions:
Warm up questions: Demographic survey (nationalities, faculty, studies, sex, age, how
long he/she has been in Lugano and how long is going to stay);
1. Have you ever heard about time bank before?
(a) Yes: How did you hear about it? Friends, magazine, internet?
i. Which one did you hear about? Have you ever used it?
A. Yes: Which one did you use?How many times?
B. No: Why?
(b) No. Explanation of what is a time bank.
i. Would you use this kind of system?
A. Yes: Why?What skills would you share?
B. No: Why?
2. Have you ever hear about Time Republik?
(a) Yes: Have you ever used it? For what?
i. Have you offered a service or receive it?
ii. Can you give me a feedback of your use?
(b) No: Explanation about Time Republik
3. Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel more
useful for your community [WL09].
4. Do you think that being Time Bank member could make you more interested in getting involved in other community activities?[WL09]
5. Do you think that being a Time Bank member gives you new ideas about
what you can do with your life in the future?[WL09]
6. Do you think that being a Time Bank member helps you to make new
friends?[WL09]
7. Do you think that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet
new people?[WL09].
8. Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel more
a part of the community in which you live?[WL09]
9. Would you use this kind of system at USI?
(a) Yes: why?What would you share ?
(b) No: Why?
10. What about trustness?
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11. How much are you reassured by the fact that the time bank is USI?
12. What kind of service would you search inside the USI?, And outside?
13. How useful do you think is the fact that you can also search outside?

7.2 Transcript of the Interviews
7.2.1 User Data Gathering Paraphrased
1. Demographic survey
Nationalities: Swiss
Sex: Female
Faculty: Architecture
Time in Mendrisio: 10 Years
Future: Live in Mendrisio
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A:Yes I heard about it. It’s a good idea. It’s intelligent. There was a Ticino project
called Time bank but I don’t remember, it was almost 15 years ago. I never used it, I
was just informed about it but then I didn’t used it because the project didn’t start.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: Yes I would use it
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I think that a time bank can be a useful tool for people who doesn’t have a lot of
money such as students and who could takes advantages from it.
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: Yes, I think being a time bank member could be useful for the community; It could
also being useful for meeting people and making new friends.
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: Yes, I think that a time bank inside the university could be a good tools, maybe
more for Lugano because there are more people then Mendrisio. I think it could be
useful anyway if there is the possibility to search in the time bank of Usi of Lugano
without being physically in place, for example for a translation.
Q: What would you share?and search?
A: I’m an architect I could offer consulting. I would search for translation since in
Lugano everybody speaks English and in Mendrisio less.
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: Trust concept, I thinks that if someone offers his service for babysitting she doesn’t
care about trust, but if there were an Usi group that would control the transaction
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maybe there would be a little bit more f trust because there are people that are doing
your same job, same affinity, maybe friends of friends.
2. Demographic survey
Nationalities: Italan
Sex: Female
Faculty: Management
Time in Lugano: 1 years
Future: 1 more years in Lugano
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: No, I never heard about time banks before
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: I probably would use it, because I think it’s a nice idea
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I think because you don’t have to use money and you can be useful for someone
that being a student don’t’ have high availability of money. I would share babysitting,
care children.
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people?.
A: Yes I think that it can be useful for community and make new friends and meet
new people.
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: Yes, Probably.
Q: What would you share?and search?
A: I would offer translation or something else, cooking maybe
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: For what concern trust, I think that depends, if it’s inside the university I would
have less problems since the university is small, you have a lot of common friends,
or friends of friends, I would be reassured, less if it’s outside.But depends on what
service you need.
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
A: I think it would be useful also if you can search outside Usi, if you don’t find in
Usi.
3. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Italian
Faculty: Comunication
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Studies: Master in Communication Management and Health
Sex: Female
Age :24
Time in Lugano: 2 years
Future: I don’t know
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A:Yes
Q: Where?
A:Friends, magazine , internet and Television.
Q: Which time bank have you hear about?
A: I’ve heard of time banks as a phenomenon, but I can not identify a bank / brand
specific
Q: Have you ever used a time bank before?
A:No, never.
Q: Why?
A: I’ve never had the opportunity, I have not felt the need. Also, I would not know
who to ask.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: Yes
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A:
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: I think so, but I do not know for sure ’cause I’m not enrolled in a time bank;
Currently I am not a member of a bank of time, but I presume that if I entry in
one of them it would assist me in meeting new people and expand my network in the
city. Perhaps my sense of affiliation to the community itself would grow, and maybe
even the feeling of being’ more ’useful for the community. Certainly I would be more
update on the needs / interests / possibilities of my community , and then it could
be more possible that it would let me be more involved
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: I think so, it seems to be a good initiative.
Q: What would you share?and search?
A: I would look for hours of talk / foreign language classes with other students /
collaborators mother tongue I would try looking for participants for my research if
possible
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
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A: I think it is a necessary condition so that the system can operate and work well.
USI is for me synonymous of trust and quality: if the university has decided to open
its own bank of time, or to partner with a bank of time that already exists, it means
that service is reliable.
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
A: I do not know, I would trust the system and use of my "USI fellows," but I do
not know if I would ask support from outside, I do not know if the quality of services
would be the same ... I do not exclude, however, that over time, gaining experience
with the time bank, I will decide to try out also by the University.
4. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Russian
Faculty: Phd in informatics
Studies: informatics
Sex: F
Age:
Time in Lugano: 2 years
Future: 2 more years in Lugano
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: No I have never heard about it.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: I would probably use it, I think is a good idea since you don’t have to use money.
It can be useful.
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I would share babysitting, care children, or going somewhere to pick someone up,
for example children of someone else because I have a child too. I would also offer
translation or math lessons.
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: Yes I think it can make people useful for community and make new friends
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: Yes, probably.
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: Depends. If it’s a system inside the university i would have less problems, since
the university is small and maybe it could happen to have common friends,friends of
friends and thus I would be more reassured. If outside maybe I would have less trust.
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
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A: Useful, because maybe it can happen that you don’t find what you are looking for
inside the USI, so you can search outside, but I don’t think I would use it for children.
5. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Swiss
Faculty: Marketing
Studies: Economy
Sex: M
Age: 24
Time in Lugano: 1year
Future: 1 more year
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A:No never.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: Yes, I think it is interesting. It’s also useful since there is no money exchange,
useful maybe for small services as translations, computer needs
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I would share my knowledge in math, maybe graphic stuff
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: It’s useful for meeting new people and make new friend, thus useful also for the
community.
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: Yes , maybe.
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: For what concern trust, I think depends on which kind of service you need, for
example if it’s just consulting need I would not have any problem, but if it’s for other
things as cleaning my house or look after child, I don’t know if I would trust, depend
on what is my feeling about that person.
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
A: If it’s inside the USI, since is small, it could be that there are some common friends,
so I can trust more.
6. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Swiss
Faculty: Master informatics
Studies: Informatic
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Sex: M
Time in Bellinzona: 4 years
Future: I don’t know
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: No never
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: Maybe I would use this kind of system, maybe because , I think that his hour is
not equal to an other person’s hour I mean, a babysitting cost 12 chf/h and if I’m
working as a consultant I earn 120 chf/h so, is not really efficient spend an hour of his
time for something to get one hour for babysitting. If it used the paradigm an hour
per hour for me is a problem. I like the idea because I think that time is more valuable
than money, we tend to solve problem with money, spending time is more cost than
money. Maybe I would use it. We already do this kind of trade off, but we translate
this with money. Conclusion: this system could be interesting if there is a restriction
of the field, For example my collegue has a company and they have collaboration
space, they have planty of start up in the same room , they have graphic people,
informatics people and they are sitting the all day , everybody is there, He think :
for them could be interesting because maybe they need a new graphic experience , If
you make this for us we can do the website for you ( 1hour each) So if you have high
skills should be exchange with high skills as well and the lowest with the lowest. For
example cleaning house with cooking, care of children, helping with the garden.For
student it could be useful,
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I would share computer support or translation for example. For my wife maybe
she can do an hour for another person and someone can look after our child. But
anyway there is the need to bring money at home, since you can’t buy food with
money.
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: Depends, but yes, I think it can be useful to make new friends and meet new
people
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: At usi, I would suggest something where you can share your flat, it would be clearly
better then other kind of (ex.migros where someone is looking for someonelse).
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: For what concern trust, I think that I prefer knowing for example the person that
came to clean your house, take care child.. I don’t trust people of this systems, but
other services as writing letter there wouldn’t be problem of trust.
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
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A: Useful searching outside, because at USI all the people have more or less the same
age,skills
7. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Romania
Faculty: Master management
Studies: Economic science
Sex: F
Time in Lugano: 3 years
Future: I want to live here
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: Yes, I have already heard about time banks from friends and internet.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: I know Time Republik , I am a member and I tried to use it. Someone was looking
for a yoga teacher but I did not conclude the deal because the person who was looking
for the services interrupt the deal (maybe he was not interested). This was the only
time I used it. I receive notification but I don’t understand how it works , I mean
that I receives notification from people that are just looking for a service that I can
offer but, I think it is a waste of time. I don’t like Time Republik even though I think
it has a great potential but it needs improvements
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I would offer language teacher and yoga teacher
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: It could be a useful tools, that could have success. Useful for creating new friendship and networking.
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: Maybe.
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: Trust is a very important factor , because maybe people use this system only for
dating girl. Rating people it’s important and necessary. I suggest that if someone
is new there should be the possibility to leave contacts of previous employer, and
recommendation as well. Create a kind of endorse system as linkdn
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
A: The fact that it’s USi doesn’t change for me, but anyway it would be better and
useful that there would be the possibility to search also outside since USI is small.
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8. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Italian
Faculty: Informatics Phd
Studies: informatics
Sex: M
Time in Lugano: from 2010
Future: till 2017
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: No never.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: Depends, maybe I would use it but I can’t image it applicable/realisable in the
society of today, because it would lead to something not conventional that is money.
There is no an evaluation of time, how much is the value of my time? My qualification
becomes functional to the system. It can create disappoint , communism It could be
applicable to small community (Hamish) if it become bigger there will be problem.
You don’t eliminate the speculation ( there is no a radical and reliable change, there
are still problems that you can find in the current reality).
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I have never used it, but if I would use it I would share computer helper , cooking. But I would restrict this share into a smaller dimension as friends or anyway
people that I know, I would create a friends community where you share friendship
relationship).
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: It could be useful because you provide your capacity/skills so you earn personal
gratification and vice versa. It’s something social that allows you to meet people,
make new friendships.
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: Recommendation fake, speculation , cluster fake
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
A: If there is also the possibility to search outside is not so important,
9. Demographic survey
Nazionality: Deutsch-Italian
Faculty: Management & Health
Sex: F
Time in Lugano: 5 years
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Future: I don’t know
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: Yes I heard about Time bank but I don?t know what is it (I don’t remember) I
heard about it on Radio in Germany. I have never heard about Time republic
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: I have never used it but I would use it for something like computer helper, mobile
problems,.
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: Computer help, mobile problems. I would share language teacher or cooking
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: Yes, I think It could be useful , I could create new friendship , meet new people
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: There is the problem of trust , I don’t have guarantees, no certification,I would
check if the person who I need has the experience, I would chat before and I think
recommendation is important If it’s for something like babysitting I would prefer
knowing the person before.I think there should more marketing of this kind of system.
It’s also important to earn trust maybe starting with small groups , friends of friends
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: If there would be a USI time bank I would use it, to learn new language since
there is a lack of courses to learn languages
Q: How much useful do you think is the fact that you can also search
outside?
A: Usi time bank reassure me because it’s small and everybody knows everybody.
It’s reassuring starting trying from inside and then maybe try also outside just to
understand how it works.
10. Demographic survey
Nationalities: Swiss
Sex: F
Location: I live in Bellinzona
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: I never heard about Time Bank.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: After the description of the systems, I think I have already known this kind of
system but I didn’t know that they were called Time Banks
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I would use it, maybe for babysitting , someone that could after my child. I would
offer german language or biology lesson/consultant.
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Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: I think that could be a good tools to create new networking friends.
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: I don’t think so, are there only USI people inside? because I mean if I’m looking for
a hydraulic, USI people maybe I would prefer a real hydrauilic. If I need an hydraulic
I prefer not a student but a real hydraulic, so I mean it would be better having the
possibility to search also outside the USI group
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
A: For what concern the trust, I want to use other criteria instead of just if is a
member of USI or not, like feelings, experience

11. Demographic survey
Nationalities: Italian
Sex: M
Time in: from 2003 in Switzerland, from 2011 in Lugano
Future: I don’t know how long he will stay , undefined
Q: Have you ever heard about time bank before?
A: I never heard about time bank, but after the description of the system I think I
have already heard about them once.
Q: Would you use this kind of system?
A: I would use it, but depends on what kind of services I need. I would use it but
maybe I am scared to find someone that actually doesn’t know very well on what he
offer, how can I be sure that that person has the competencies for doing that kind of
service?
Q: Why? What skills would you share?
A: I would offer help in math, statistic, recovery course, after school , help for university student.
Q: Do you think that being a Time Bank member could make you feel
more useful for your community or to make new friends? Do you think
that being a Time Bank member could help you to meet new people.
A: He thinks that could be a useful tools also to create new friendship,being useful
for the community.
Q: Would you use this kind of system at USI?
A: I think that the system can be useful within the university but for what concern
some services exchanged within it, maybe some students don’t have some kind of
experience
Q:What about trust? How much are you reassured by the fact that the
time bank is USI?
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A: I think that if it s sponsored by the university and inside it there are just students
it could be a kind of more guarantee, but if it’s just university students I think that
could be that there is less experience.

7.3 Services exchanged
Some of the services that members exchange in a Time Bank
• Help at Home as: child care, cooking & Sewing
• Hair & Beauty
• Housekeeping/Chores
• Pet Care
• Respite Care
• Miscellaneous
• Community Activities
• Clean Up/Recycling
• Community Service
• Fundraising
• Special Projects
• Work for Social Change
• Wellness
• Complementary Therapies
• Counseling
• Diet & Nutrition
• Fitness & Exercise
• Medical Services
• Yoga/Meditation
• Arts, Crafts, & Music
• Classes
• Crafts
• Entertainment
• Lessons
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• Photo & Video
• Theater
• Home Repair
• Car Care
• Carpentry/Construction
• Electrical
• Garden & Yard Work
• Painting
• Plumbing
• Transportation
• Errands
• Local
• Long Distance
• Medical
• Train/Bus/Airport
• Worship
• Miscellaneous
• Companionship
• Clubs
• Dining Out
• Email/IM
• Home Visits
• Medical Errands
• Telephone Calls
• Recreation
• Books & Videos
• Dancing
• Events
• Games
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• Sports
• Travel
• Education
• Advocacy
• Classes/Workshops
• Computers/Technology
• Languages/Translation
• Personal Finances
• Tutoring/Mentoring
• Business Services
• Clerical
• Computer Support
• Financial

7.4 Feedbacks User Voice
“After sealing the deal, you show the map with the two domiciles. Sometimes, as in my case,
the deal will be performed in a third location (in my case the tennis club lido Lugano). It
would be great to show in the map this third location. The dealers could add this location
in a specific box. It would be interesting also for advertising and so revenues reasons.”
“I would like to be able to create a closed circle within my co-living house (8 people) so
that we can track the hours that we are all putting into the house.”
“Un modo che permetterebbe agli utenti di approcciarsi tra di loro con maggiore facilità
e maggiore sicurezza ( ci si fida più facilmente di chi fa parte di uno stesso gruppo o
di una stessa associazione) sarebbe la possibilità che il sito crei gruppi di interesse (quali
scout,associazioni sportive, mensa, club, circoli ecc.) ai quali gli utenti possano liberamente
unirsi e trovare più facilmente e con maggiore tranquillità il talento di cui hanno bisogno”
“It would be nice to order the public bulletin posts in chronological order, so that I see
only the newest requests (or a sort of “mark as read/unread”). The actual order by category
is fine, but I’d like to see another option”
“Maybe have an app (android/ios) to manage your profile and see if someone need your
competence.”
“Please make TimeRepublik available on Android asap. It is awkward to open the
website on mobile browsers. Navigation and usability sucks. It delays communicating with
requests massively.”
“When talent needed by “receiver” does not match any of the talents already held by
the “giver” AND the giver is offered to add the mismatched talent (from the top-centre
curtain messages) THEN the add talent window should automatically fill in the talent
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INSTEAD OF searching for it again. PLUS talent tagging should take place in the same
screen INSTEAD OF the next one.”
“I think can be useful adding the possibility to specify skills for the different talents
added (certificates, awards, experience gained in that field, important works done). For
example: I add “Pet walker”, I will find a section in the bio tab named "Pet walker", where
I can say that I won the world biggest prize for pet walkers!”
“Add a Life Coaching Talents category including style counselling, motivation and time
management counselling, parenting and interpersonal relationship counselling.” l “I sent
invites using your link to send by email but server does not like your code i guess.”
“Once a deal is sealed, action is imminent. whether remotely or on-site, the 2 parties
will have to settle a date and time for the service delivery. why not integrating a useful
reminder system a cut-down version of a calendaring system. with mail alerting .... ciao at
the end of the day ..it’s all about time !”
“If you send the invitations without customise, these invitations can look like spam.
The people that receives the invitation doesn’t know the context”
“I think by giving away hours (as when you sign up or giving feedback) is reducing the
perceived value of our time and making me rethink using the website. By giving you this
feedback I would have gotten 8 hours in total since signing up - that is more than a days
work and not acceptable at all. People’s time is valuable, giving 3 hours for 5 minutes of
feedback is not right. Please rethink this strategy.”
“Trying to log 3hrs time; I can select the amount of time and click on ok; I also see the
log entry in the chat history, but on the top it states - in red - “Requester me is invalid” ”
I’m trying to leave a message in the chat box, but clicking on “Send” doesn’t do anything;
the text stays into the field and the message is not reported in the chat history” “In your
format you take into consideration only specific services, like repairing a pipe. Sometimes,
like teaching hour, you have different criteria to rate a specialist. For example speed is not
an element. I suggest you to add more criteria and the possibility to select a sort of n.a.
for criteria that you cannot consider in specific cases.”
“Several times moved the flag to where I North of Seattle of Seattle...the map claims
my location does not exist. I thought perhaps the map was confused so I tried moving into
downtown Seattle...the map does not recognise Seattle.”
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7.5 Additional Sketches

(a) Sketches Login

Figure 7.1. Sketches Login

(b) Login
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(b) Sketches Registration

(a) Category

Figure 7.2. Sketches Category and Registration
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(b) Messages
(a) Messaging

Figure 7.3. Sketches
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Figure 7.4. Rate and Log Time
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Figure 7.5. Deal
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7.6 Additional Low Fidelity Prototypes

Figure 7.6. Profile prototype

7.6. ADDITIONAL LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

(b) Prototype Registration

(a) Faceboo login

Figure 7.7. Sketches Category and Registration
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Figure 7.8. Paper prototype

7.6. ADDITIONAL LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

Figure 7.9. Paper prototype
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Figure 7.10. Paper prototype

7.6. ADDITIONAL LOW FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

Figure 7.11. Paper prototype
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Figure 7.12. Paper prototype

7.7. ADDITIONAL HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

7.7 Additional High Fidelity Prototypes

(b) Login with Facebook

(a) Login

Figure 7.13. Prototype high fidelity
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(b) Answer post

(a) Add Post

Figure 7.14. Prototype high fidelity
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(b) Talents

(a) Category

Figure 7.15. Prototype high fidelity
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(b) Recommendation

(a) Rating

Figure 7.16. Prototype high fidelity
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7.7. ADDITIONAL HIGH FIDELITY PROTOTYPES

(b) Info Messages

(a) Messages

Figure 7.17. Prototype high fidelity
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(b) Member Profile

(a) Member profile

Figure 7.18. Prototype high fidelity

7.8 Promotion

TIMEREPUBLIK Via Greina 2 - 6900 Lugano (Svizzera)

Ufficio Stampa - TIMEREPUBLIK sarà utilizzato dall’Università della Svizzera Italiana

Lugano, 12 ottobre 2013 – Il portale di social time banking TIMEREPUBLIK, tra le più interessanti iniziative
presenti in rete in ambito di Economia Collaborativa, fondato dai ticinesi Gabriele Donati e Karim Varini, da
settembre tradotto anche in italiano sarà utilizzato dal Servizio per le pari opportunità dell’Università della Svizzera
Italiana (USI) in collaborazione con la Facoltà d’Informatica.

---------------------------

UNIVERSITÀ DELLA SVIZZERA ITALIANA – SERVIZIO PER LE PARI OPPORTUNITÀ
Le Banche del tempo sono luoghi di socializzazione che favoriscono la messa in comune di saperi e conoscenze
e che consentono di soddisfare bisogni materiali e immateriali. Il funzionamento è semplice. Ciascun iscritto
mette spontaneamente a disposizione della banca alcune ore per offrire una prestazione agli altri iscritti. La
regola di fondo è lo “scambio”: le persone che entrano in relazione desiderano mettere in compartecipazione
conoscenze e capacità in una logica di scambio alla pari. Le "ore" date vengono "calcolate" e "accreditate" o
"addebitate" nella banca. Le attività che si possono “scambiare” sono molteplici: accompagnamenti e ospitalità,
babysitteraggio, ripetizioni scolastiche, lezioni di lingua, cucina o informatica, manutenzioni casalinghe, cura di
piante e animali, scambio, prestito o baratto di attrezzature varie, ecc. Le Banche del tempo possono, quindi,
rappresentare un valido aiuto nel difficile compito della conciliazione dei tempi e facilitare, attraverso un modello
organizzato, il networking e l’aiuto reciproco.
Il Servizio per le pari opportunità dell’USI vi invita, quindi, ad iscrivervi a https://timerepublik.com. Semplicemente
mettendo nel vostro profilo “Università della Svizzera italiana” entrerete a far parte del gruppo di utenti USI e da
subito sarete parte di una comunità attiva e varia e potrete scambiare attività, servizi e conoscenze legati alla vita
quotidiana.

TIMEREPUBLIK SA
c/o Newgest SA - Via Greina 2 - CH-6900 Lugano (Switzerland)
press@timerepublik.com

I benefici saranno molteplici:
- avrete accesso ad esperti nei campi più diversi;
- potrete mettervi a disposizione come esperti;
- scambierete tempo con tempo, la moneta più preziosa che tutti noi abbiamo;
- entrerete a far parte di una comunità viva e presente;
- avrete la soddisfazione di aiutare ed il riconoscimento del vostro contributo;
- troverete la soluzione a molti dei vostri problemi pratici e non;
- contribuirete a rendere il campus più disponibile ed amichevole.

Il progetto è in collaborazione con TIMEREPUBLIK e la facoltà di Informatica per domande, dubbi e curiosità
rivolgersi a Monica.Landoni@usi.ch.

TIMEREPUBLIK SA
c/o Newgest SA - Via Greina 2 - CH-6900 Lugano (Switzerland)
press@timerepublik.com

Servizio per le pari opportunità			

si di ricerca. È fondamentale trasmettere la
passione, motivarli e nello stesso tempo capire le loro motivazioni, le loro ambizioni e le
loro difficoltà.
Alla domanda “perché ci sono poche donne in accademia?” Antonietta risponde che
la carriera di professore universitario, come
per altri settori e tipologie di lavoro, è molto
competitiva e richiede scelte di vita che spesso risultano poco compatibili con gli impegni
di una famiglia. La competizione è forte così
come l’investimento in termini di tempo, ciò
spesso porta a compiere delle rinunce a livello personale e il risultato è quello che vediamo: ci sono poche donne ai vertici e quelle
che ci sono hanno meno figli degli uomini
professori. Per Antonietta “serve concentrazione per dimostrare un teorema o sviluppare
un nuovo algoritmo e questa concentrazione
difficilmente si raggiunge fra le mura di casa,
soprattutto se ci sono bambini che, giustamente, diventano la priorità e il primo pensiero”. Se all’inizio del suo percorso pensava
che con la ricerca ci fosse maggiore libertà di
gestione del proprio tempo, con gli anni si
è affermata la consapevolezza di un’opposta
visione. Fare ricerca e arricchire il proprio curriculum significa anche investire una buona
parte del proprio tempo nel creare collaborazioni e nel presentare i risultati dei propri
studi a convegni internazionali. Questo implica spostamenti all’estero e un impegno
lavorativo costante che spesso va ben oltre il
classico orario di lavoro. È per questo motivo
che diventa difficile creare e mantenere forti
relazioni personali e conciliarle con gli impegni e le priorità lavorative che inevitabilmente influenzano le scelte di vita: è un delicato
equilibrio.
Per finire, Antonietta sottolinea che la situazione è diversa a seconda delle Facoltà, e che
recenti statistiche mostrano che nei settori
scientifici il numero delle donne è inferiore
rispetto ad altri settori. L’evoluzione del ruolo della donna in accademia è comunque il
risultato di situazioni e strategie che si sono
sviluppate negli anni passati, un trend positivo si comincia però a registrare in tante discipline e i risultati si vedranno con il passare
degli anni.
Il suo consiglio…
Quando chiediamo ad Antonietta di dare
qualche consiglio a chi vuole fare ricerca, lei
risponde che è fondamentale avere una forte
motivazione personale e per i giovani che cominciano un percorso in accademia è importante fare un’esperienza all’estero. Questa va
fatta subito, durante il percorso di dottorato
poiché quando si è giovani si è più flessibili,
si hanno meno impegni e meno legami ed è
minore l’impatto a livello familiare.
Inoltre, “l’entusiasmo e la passione sono due
elementi fondamentali per portare avanti i
propri progetti e affrontare con serenità le
difficoltà che a volte si incontrano lungo il
percorso di una carriera accademica”.

Newsletter 02/2013

Banche del tempo.
Un aiuto per conciliare tutte le
nostre attività!
L’USI attraverso il Servizio per le pari opportunità, promuove ed offre misure atte a favorire
la conciliazione famiglia lavoro. L’ultima novità concerne, come accennato nell’editoriale,
nel promuovere la partecipazione dei membri
della comunità USI a TimeRepublik (www.timerepublik.com), una banca del tempo che
favorisce la messa in comune di saperi e conoscenze che consentono di soddisfare bisogni materiali e immateriali.
Il funzionamento è semplice ed intuitivo. Ciascun iscritto mette spontaneamente a disposizione della banca alcune ore per offrire una
prestazione agli altri iscritti. La regola di fondo è lo scambio: le persone che entrano in
relazione desiderano mettere in compartecipazione conoscenze e capacità in una logica
di scambio alla pari. Le attività che si possono
“scambiare” sono molteplici: accompagnamenti e ospitalità, babysitteraggio, ripetizioni
scolastiche, lezioni di lingua, cucina o informatica, manutenzioni casalinghe, cura di
piante e animali, scambio, prestito o baratto
di attrezzature varie, ecc.
Le Banche del tempo possono, quindi, rappresentare un valido aiuto nel difficile compito della conciliazione dei tempi e facilitare,
attraverso un modello organizzato, il networking e l’aiuto reciproco. Il Servizio per le pari
opportunità dell’USI vi invita, quindi, ad iscrivervi mettendo nel vostro profilo “Università

della Svizzera italiana”.
Il progetto è in collaborazione con la Facoltà
di scienze informatiche per domande, dubbi e curiosità rivolgersi a Monica.Landoni@
usi.ch o consultare la sezione del nostro sito
dedicata al tema della conciliazione, www.
equality.usi.ch/famiglia-lavoro.htm.

Festa delle famiglie
USI-SUPSI 2013
Lo scorso 12 ottobre si è tenuta presso l’Accademia di architettura di Mendrisio, l’ormai
tradizionale Festa delle famiglie USI-SUPSI,
organizzata congiuntamente dal Servizio per
le pari opportunità USI e dal Servizio Gender
and Diversity SUPSI.
Alla manifestazione hanno partecipato numerose famiglie in un clima allegro, rilassato
e “colorato” dalle simpatiche attività proposte ai bambini di ogni fascia di età. Palloncini,
atelier creativi, spettacoli di bolle di sapone
hanno catturato l’attenzione dei “piccoli”
presenti che hanno partecipato con entusiasmo a tutte le attività proposte in un clima
disteso e divertente.
Vi ringraziamo di cuore e vi esortiamo a
prendere contatto con noi (equality@usi.ch)
per conoscere la password che vi permetterà
di accedere all’area riservata del nostro sito
all’interno della quale potrete visionare le
foto che ritraggono i momenti più belle della
giornata. Vi aspettiamo anche l’anno prossimo!

VORRESTI UNA MANO, MA
NON TI VA DI SPENDERE?

Traduttore madrelingua, esperto di computer, mago degli
smartphone, idraulico insuperabile...
In TIMEREPUBLIK trovi persone in grado di darti una mano.
Il bello, poi, è che in cambio ti si chiede TEMPO, NON DENARO.
Visita:

w w w. t i m e re p u b l i k . co m
Registrarsi è GRATUITO!

Il Tempo è la tua risorsa più preziosa e TIMEREPUBLIK ti aiuta ad
impiegarlo nel modo più intelligente.
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